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A bstract
The aim of this thesis is to provide two extensions to the theory of nonparametric 
kernel density estimation that increase the scope of the technique.
The basic ideas of kernel density estimation are not new, having been proposed by 
Rosenblatt [20] and extended by Parzen [17]. The objective is that for a given set of 
data, estimates of functions of the distribution of the data such as probability densities 
are derived without recourse to rigid parametric assumptions and allow the data 
themselves to be more expressive in the statistical outcome. Thus kernel estimation 
has captured the imagination of statisticians searching for more flexibility and eager to 
utilise the computing revolution. The abundance of data and computing power have 
revealed distributional shapes that are difficult to model by traditional parametric 
approaches and in this era, the computer intensive technique of kernel estimation can 
be performed routinely. Also we are aware that computing power can be harnessed to 
give improved statistical analyses. Thus a lot of modern statistical research involves 
kernel estimation from complex data sets and our research is concordant with that 
momentum.
The thesis contains three chapters. In Chapter 1 we provide an introduction to
kernel density estimation and we give an outline to our two research topics.
Our first extension to the theory is given in Chapter 2 where we investigate density 
estimation from independent data, using high order kernel functions. These kernel 
functions are designed for bias reduction but they have the penalty of yielding negative 
density estimates where data are sparse. In common practice, the negative estimates 
would arise in the tails of the density and we provide four ways of correcting this 
negativity to give bona fide estimates of the probability density. Our theory shows 
that the effects of these corrections are asymptotically negligible and thus opens the 
way for the regular use of bias reducing, high order kernel functions.
We also consider density estimation of continuous stationary stochastic processes 
and this is the content of Chapter 3. With this problem, the dependent nature of the 
data influences the accuracy of the kernel density estimator and we provide theory 
regarding the convergence of the kernel estimators of the density and its derivatives 
to the true functions. An important result from this study is that nonparametric 
density estimators from dependent processes can have the same rates of convergence 
as their parametric counterparts yet retain the flexibility of being independent of 
parametric assumptions. Our other results indicate that the convergence rate of the 
density estimator can be quite slow if there are large lag dependencies amongst the 
data and suggests that large samples would be required for reliable inference about 
such data.
The flexibility of kernel density estimation for continuous and discrete data, inde­
pendent and dependent observations, means that it is a useful statistical tool. The
techniques given in this thesis are not restricted to the analysis of simple sets of data 
but may be employed in the construction of statistical models for complex data with 
a high degree of structure.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 T he S e ttin g  for K erne l D ensity  E stim atio n
Nonparametric density estimation is established as an important technique of sta­
tistical analysis and whilst it is an effective tool for description of a data set, it is 
often used as a component of more complex statistical models. The strength of the 
technique is that it does not require rigid assumptions about the data and is ideally 
suited to utilise computing power to extract detailed information from the data.
Rosenblatt [20] established the notion of kernel estimation of a univariate prob­
ability density, given a set of independent data. Parzen [17] extended these results 
by showing the consistency of the estimators, deriving their asymptotic distributions 
and showing how the kernel estimator could play a role in estimating other statistics; 
the mode in this case. The way was then clear for other researchers to find appli­
cations in diverse circumstances, necessitating research concerning consistency and 
convergence of the estimators in their diverse settings. A detailed account of theo­
retical developments is given by Prakasa Rao [18] and practical aspects have been 
given thorough coverage by Silverman [23]. The pace of research into the topic has 
not slackened and there has been substantial development of density estimation with 
dependent data such as time series and failure time data. Györfi, Härdle, Sarda and 
Vieu [12] have provided a valuable treatment of nonparametric curve estimation with 
dependent data. However, the subject area is extensive and numerous accounts are 
evident in the bibliographies of the above references.
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1.2 Outline of Thesis
We provide statistical theory regarding the correction of negative density estimates 
that arise from high-order kernels (Chapter 2) and promote the use of kernel density 
estimators for continuous stationary stochastic processes (Chapter 3).
High-order kernels are well known and practioners often apply ad hoc procedures 
to correct the negativity. Our theory will provide validity for four useful correction 
methods. We envisage that this will clear the way for the use of high-order kernels in 
statistical modelling such as the smoothed bootstrap and generalised additive models.
Our second topic regarding continuous processes is geared for data description at 
this stage. With large sets of data, we are in a position to extract more information 
than is achieved by traditional parametric models that use only the first two moments 
to summarise the data.
We shall give the basic concepts of kernel density estimation which establish our 
notation and serve as a reference point for the two topics we consider.
1.3 Basic Concepts of Kernel D ensity Estim ation
The theory we present here is without rigour and is covered in detail by Silver- 
man [23, Chapter 3].
Xn .For a sample of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) data Ai
kernel function K  and bandwidth h, the kernel density estimator is
/ (x )  =  (nh)-1 Y,A'{ V '(x  -  X,)}. (1.1)
1 =  1
The kernel function, A'(-), is smooth, continuous, K(t)dt  =  l(normalization), 
supx |A"(x)| < oo (bounded) and limp^oo AT(x) = 0. The last condition is easily 
attained by choosing kernels with compact support. The density estimator, / ,  will 
have the same continuity and differentiability properties as K .
The action of K  is to smooth the sample probability mass (n-1) associated with 
each X{ into the neighbourhood within radius h of X{. The choice of h is of funda­
mental importance. If it is too large, the kernel function will oversmooth, obscure the
' h
detail supplied the data and induce excess bias. Conversely, h being too small will 
undersmooth and the resulting estimator will give too much emphasis to the sample 
itself and have high variance.
The common approach to choosing a globally optimal bandwidth is to minimise 
the squared error risk function, integrated over the range of the density. This statistic 
is known as the mean integrated squared error (MISE) and by the familiar statistical 
association of bias and variance we have that
MISE = E J ( f  -  f ) 2 = j  var/ + y(bias/)2 .
There is a trade-off between bias and variance as one can be reduced at the expense 
of increasing the other. The optimal bandwidth is one that gives matched orders of 
magnitude of the integrated variance and the integrated squared bias. The calcula­
tions for an exact MISE may be complex but a simpler approximate expression is
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sufficient. We shall return to this issue shortly but first we need to consider the effect 
of the kernel function K.
We shall define K  to be and rth order kernel function if
1 if l = 0
0 < l < r
kr ^  0 / = r
( 1.2)
The most straightforward case is when r = 2 but we shall retain the general form 
since in Chapter 2 we consider those kernel functions where r > 2.
We assume that the unknown density has continuous derivatives of at least order 
r and that h —► 0, nh —► oo as n —> oo. Then straightforward calculations lead to 
expressions for the asymptotic bias and variance of /;
bias{/} =  (-1  )ThTf ^ k r/r\ + o(hr) , (1.3)
var{/} = (nh)-1 f  J  K(t) . (1.4)
Therefore for an rth order kernel we can write
MISE { f ( x ) }  ss (nh)-1 J  K( t fd t  + 2 j  {/<r)(x)}2 dx. (1.5)
By differentiating (1.5) with respect to h. or by choosing h so that variance and 
squared bias are of the same magnitude, we get that
(V2~r kr/r\)-2U  JK( t )
l / ( 2 r  +  l )
, - l / ( 2 r  + l) ( 1.6)
Recall that is unknown. An approximation recommended by Silverman [23. 
p48.ff] is to substitute for the r th  derivative of the normal density, standardized
4
to have the same scale and location as the data. Another proposal is to use least- 
squares cross validation for estimating hopt. This process is attractive since it can be 
automated and it makes only weak asumptions about /  but the resampling involved 
can introduce extra noise and the chosen bandwidth may be too wide. Silverman 
[23] explains bandwidth choice by cross-validation and gives references to research on 
that topic.
Substitution of the result from (1.6) back into the approximate formula for MISE 
( (1.5) ) gives that
MISE «
2r + l 
2r
T l / ( 2 r + l )
X)} dx ra-W (w i)
where C(K)  =  ^y/2r kT
(1.7)
> 2r/(2r + l)
= 0  {„-WO+O} . ( 1.8)
The role of the kernel function in deriving the estimator /  is the subject matter of 
Chapter 2. The theory given in Chapter 1 is for the simple case of discrete i.i.d. data 
which makes the expression for variance of /  quite simple. Dependencies amongst 
data are common and we often wish to exploit those dependence structures, at the 
same time requiring the flexibility that kernel estimators afford. In Chapter 3 we give 
theory for the variance of /  and its derivatives when the data are continuous and 
correlated.
5
C h a p te r  2
C o rrec tin g  th e  N eg a tiv ity  of 
H ig h -O rd er K ern e l D ensity
E s tim a to rs
2.1 In trod u ction
The bias in kernel density estimation arises as we smooth the empirical probability 
from the sample points into the neighbourhoods surrounding them. The degree of 
smoothing, and hence bias, is determined by the bandwidth and by the nature of 
the kernel function. We can see from equation (1.3) that for an rth order kernel, 
the asymptotic bias has factors of hr/r\ and kr = /  trK(t)dt. In the Taylor series 
expansion for bias (see Silverman [23, pp39]), terms of hl/l\ f  tlK(t)dt , 0 < / < r, are 
zero due to properties (1.2) of K(t)  and the bias is 0{hT). Since h -► 0 as n -► oo, 
larger values of r will give smaller orders of magnitude of bias.
High order kernels (r > 2) were proposed by Parzen [17] and Bartlett [2] as means 
to reduce the bias of density estimators. If r  = 2, K  is itself a density function 
since it integrates to 1 and does not have negative values. For r > 2, K must take 
some negative values in order that it integrates to 1. This leads to negative density 
estimates in places where the data are sparse, even though in other places the density 
estimates profit from the reduced bias.
This chapter deals with correcting that negativity so that high order kernels can be 
used to give bona fide density estimates. We propose four correction methods which 
retain the reduced bias for the non-negative estimates, and present theory to show 
that the corrections have negligible effects on the asymptotic squared error properties 
of the modified estimators for a wide range of distributions that are encountered in 
practice. This is confirmed in a simulation study.
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Inless n is very large, it would seem that only a modest gain may be achieved 
by choosing a kernel of order greater than 2, given the negative values of /  that 
accompany it. For instance using equation (1.8), with n = 100 and r = 2, the MISE 
is 0(0.025) and for r = 4, it is 0(0.017). The advantages of high order kernels 
are found in higher level statistical procedures that use density estimators. Hall, 
DiCiccio and Romano [13] proved that the estimate of variance of a quantile, derived 
from bootstrap samples that are smoothed by a r ’th order kernel, have a precise 
order of error equal to n~r/(2r+1)> However, bootstrap sampling demands that the 
density estimate be positive. If the gains of a high order kernel are to be realised, it 
is necessary to correct the negative values in the tails of /  whilst retaining the order 
of bias for the interior points.
The optimal kernel to minimise the asymptotically optimal MISE is found by min­
imising /  K(t )2dt subject to the constraints of equation (1.2). A generating function 
for optimal kernels has been given by Gasser, Muller and Mammitzsch [11] and they 
list several optimal kernels such as those in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Asymptotically optimal kernel functions for r = 2 and r = 4 .
r = 2 K(t)  = |( - < 2 +  l) 1*1 < 1
=0 1*1 > 1
r = 4 K(t)  = if(7f4 — 10f2 + 3) 1*1 < 1
=0 1*1 > 1
Plots of these kernels in Figure 2.1 illustrate how bias is reduced with a high order 
kernel. With a fourth order kernel function, the density estimate at some data point 
Xi comes predominantly from evaluating the kernel function at points very close to
I
Xi. The second order kernel function smooths by using more information from the 
edges of the smoothing window so that distant points have more influence on the 
density estimate than is the case with a fourth order kernel function.
Figure 2.1: Asymptotically optimal kernel functions for r  = 2 and r = 4.
K(t)  =  f (-< 2 + 1), |f| < 1 K(t)  = |f(7 i4 -  10i2 + 3), |<| < 1
m
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2.2 P o sitiv e  E stim ators D erived  from  /
Our general procedure is to use a density estimator, / ,  derived with v* a high order 
kernel and modify it so that it is entirely non-negative.
The first estimator is constructed by taking only the positive part of /  so that,
A =  h i  1(1 > 0), (2-1)
where /(•) is the indicator function and is a constant (a function of the data) that 
normalises f\ , ie /  f\ = 1 . Secondly we take the absolute value of /  to obtain.
j i  — 721/ I, with 72 chosen to normalise /2 . (2.2)
m
1.0
0.5
0.0
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Where it is known that the negative regions of a higher order kernel density 
estimator occur only in the extreme tails, such as with many unimodal densities, 
another nonnegative estimator can be constructed. This estimator is obtained by 
truncating the estimator /  outside the “central” range where it is nonnegative, and 
then renormalising. To do this, define Y\ as the largest value in the lower tail and Y2 
as the smallest value in the upper tail, such that f(x) = 0, and to take
h  (*) = ~izf(x)I{Yi < x < r2), with 73 = I J  f{x)I(Y1 < x < Y2) J . (2.3)
An example of f 2 compared with /  is shown in Figure 2.2 where f 2 and /  have 
been derived for a sample of size 50 simulated from a Normal distribution. From this 
figure, we can envisage the shape of fi and / 3.
Figure 2.2: The high-order kernel density estimators /  and f 2.
x
A fourth density estimator can be derived from /  for densities with unbounded
9
support by tapering the tails within the ranges {c2Y\,CiYi] and [ciY2. c2Y2] where 
Ci,C2 are fixed constants satisfying 0 < C\ < 1 < c2 < oc. The estimates between 
C\Y\ and Ci Y2 are initially the same as for /  but are later modified by renormalising. 
Appropriate values for these constants would be c2 = 2 and Ci = 0.5. Monotone 
splines based on twelve knots are used to smooth the tails down to zero at c2Y] . i = 
1,2. The procedure for the left tail is to break the interval [c2Yi, Yi] into six equal.non­
overlapping subintervals ([ij,tj+\],j = 1, • • • ,6) and another five similar subintervals 
for [YijCiYi]. That is,
[ctYu Yi] = Uj=i[*j?*j+i] and [ Y ^ c ^ ]  = {j)l=7[tj,tj+i} 
with 11 = c2Yi , £7 = Yi , 112 = C1 Y1 .
The first five knots are the coordinates [{tj,g(tj)} , j  = 8, • • • , 12] where g(tj) are the 
same as f{tj) and are positive since m ax(|^ |,j = 8, • • •, 12) < |Yi|. The next six knots 
are determined in succession by using half the density estimate of the previous knot, 
ie. [ jtj, ^g(tj+i)I , j  = 2, • • •, 7 and the final knot is (t\, 0). A similiar procedure is 
used for the right tail. This estimator, g , is renormalised using
7 4  = Jg(x)dx so that / 4 = 74g. (2.4)
An example of / 4 is shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. This estimator is not usually 
constructed for densities with compact support.
10
Figure 2.3: The estimators / 3 (with truncated tails) and / 4 (with tapered tails).
The numbered points 
indicate the spline knots.
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Q O O Q O O *Q ”Q Q 0  0  O O
x
Figure 2.4: Close up views of the spline taper applied to / 3 to get / 4.
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We shall show that if the true density has moderately light tails and is unbounded 
(eg Normal, Gamma, Student’s t), the estimators f x and f 2 have the same asymp­
totic integrated squared error as /  .
If the tails of the true density /  decrease like a power of |x |_1, then the condition 
of finite (1 + e)’th order moment, for some e >  0, is both necessary and sufficient for 
/  to have the same asymptotic integrated squared error as f 3 and / 4 . When the 
underlying distribution is compactly supported (eg Beta), asymptotic equivalence of 
/  and ( f i , i  =  1,2,3) is available in a wide range of circumstances.
The principal conclusion to be drawn from this is that /,■ may use the same band­
width as f  unless the tails of the density are inordinately large (eg Cauchy). A 
simulation study in Section 2.4 confirms these statements.
2.3 M ain  R esu lts
Section 2.3.1 outlines integrated squared error properties of the estimators f \  and 
and shows how they may be described very simply in terms of a single random 
variable 7. In Section 2.3.2 we investigate the cases where the underlying distribution 
is unbounded and the tails of the density vary regularly. In these cases, we examine 
how the removal of negative parts of the estimates affects the integrated squared error 
properties of high-order kernel density estimators. The influence of the correction on 
compactly supported densities is treated in Section 2.3.3. Proofs of major results and 
theorems are deferred to Section 2.5.
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2.3.1 Integrated Squared Error Properties of the M ain Es­
tim ators
The principal estimators, based on the positive part of /  , are
A = 71 / / ( /  > o), (2.5)
A =  7 2 I / 1. (2.6)
where the positive random variables 71,72 are chosen to ensure that fi  and / 2 both 
integrate to unity. The integral of the negative parts of /  is
7 = J \ f  \I(f < 0) • (2.7)
In this notation,
/ / / ( / >  0) = / / - / / / ( / <  0)
= 1 — (—7) =  1-4-7
and y  I/I = J f l ( f  > 0) -  /  /  / ( /  < 0)
= l + 27 .
Therefore, 7,• = (1 + for i = 1,2 .
Formulae for the ISE of f \  and / 2 depend principally on properties of the random 
variable 7 which converges to zero as n —> oc. For densities that have continuous 
derivatives of at least order r, and assuming that h —> 0, nh —» oc as n —* oc. we 
have for rth order kernel functions that.
j ( f i - J ) 2 = (nh)- lA l + h2rA 2 + ( i i f A 3 + n h ' A4 + op {(nh)-1+ h2r+ y }  . (2.S)
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For each of these density estim ators, we wish to compare its ISE with that of the 
uncorrected estim ator / .  We first substitute for f i  (using (2.5)) or / 2 (using (2.6)) 
and then manipulate the expansion to get the contributions to the ISE from regions 
where /  >  0 and /  < 0. Subsequently we focus on components of the ISE that arise 
from the negative density estimates.
where A\ = f  K 2, A2 = (Aj^/r!)2 /  {/^r }^ (with r assumed to be even).
A3 = f  f 2, A4 = 2 ( - l )~ r/2+lkr/ r! f  { / ^ }}2 and i = 1 ,2 .
(Similar formulae may be obtained for odd r, but kernels of odd order are seldom used
in practice.) The conditions that we stipulated above are the same as those that led to
the approximate formula for MISE, given at (1.5), and are available for a wide range
of densities. This result permits a simple and direct comparison of the performance
of /, and /  from the viewpoint of integrated squared error: the performances are
asymptotically equivalent if and only if 72 = op {(nh)~l + h2r}.
To prove that the ISE’s of f\  and f 2 can be expressed in terms of the random
variable, 7, via equation (2.8), we expand the formulae for the ISE‘s of j \  and f 2
using the definitions (2.1) and (2.2). For the ISE of f\  we have,
—=r
/ (A -  f ) 2 = /  { 7 1 /  / ( /  >  o) -  / } 2
=  / { M l  -ml> 0) - 7 i < 0 )  (1 71) / } 2 
= (27l - ! ) / ( / -  f f l C f  > 0) + (7i -  l)2 /  /  2I ( f  > 0)
+2(7: - 1) / ( /  - / ) /  + J fnf  < 0)
-2 (7 i - ! ) / ( / -  / ) / / ( /  < 0) . (2.9)
A similiar expression for the ISE of f 2 is,
/ ( A - / ) 2 =  / { 7 2 I / I - / } 2
= j  {7| /  2 -  272| /  I /  + / 2}
=  ( 2 7 2 - 1 ) / ( /  — / ) 2 +  (72 — l ) 2 /  /  2
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+2(72 -  1 -  / ) /  + 472 / ( /  < 0) .  (2.10)
The integrated squared error properties of /  are used to further modify equations 
(2.9) and (2.10). We assume that K  is bounded, compactly supported, symmetric. 
Holder continuous 1 and of r ’th order; and /  and its first r derivatives are bounded, 
continuous and integrable. Under these conditions, Marron and Härdle [15] show that
ISE(h)  -  MISE(h)  
MISE(h) 0 as n
or
/ ( /  ~ / ) 2/ J  E{f  -  f ) 2 ^  i as n — > oo. (2.11)
The approximation for MISE, given in Silverman [23,p.39ff] and Prakasa Rao 
[18,Theorem 2.1.7] and previously stated in equation (1.5), is
J E ( f  -  } )2 =  (nh)~l J  K 2 + h2r(kr/ r \ ) 2 J + o {(nA)"1 + h2'} . (2.12)
To further reduce equations (2.9) and (2.10), we need the following results,
J f =  f  P  +  ° p { l }  1 (2.13)
j  f2 I ( f  >  0 ) =  I P  +  ° p { ! }  > (2.14)
/ ( /  -  / ) / / ( /  <  0 ) =  op {(nh)~l +  h2r} , (2.15)
J ( f  - E f  ) f =  op { ( n / t ) " 1/ 2 }  , (2.16)
J  (£/  -  /) / = — T .*4.4/ i r +  o(hr) . (2.17)
The terms on the left side of (2.16) and (2.17) arise from / ( /  — / ) /  — / ( /  — E f ) f  +
l g is Holder continuous if | ^ ( j )  — < 7 ( y ) |  < c | j  — y\e Vx , y  and some c.e > 0.
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f ( E f  — / ) / .  The results (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17) are proved in Section 
2.5.
Substituting them into (2.9) we get,
/ - /):
=  ( 2 7 1 - 1 ) + (7i - l ) 2 /  1)/ ( /  - / ) 2 { ! - / ( /  < 0)}
+2(7i -  1) [~\A^ r + ) +  ‘V«»*)"1'2}] +  [ / PHI  < 0)
-2(7 i -  1) [«^{(nfc)-1 + A2'}]
= {1 + °p(!)} X
; /  -  / ) 2 +  (71 -  l ) 2 /  / 2 -  (71 -  1 ) ^ V  +  /  / 2/ ( /  < 0)} ■ (2.18)
Equation (2.10) can be reduced to give 
/ ^ 2 -  ^
=  (272 - ! ) / ( / -  / ) 2 +  (72 -  l ) 2 { / / 2 +  o„(l)}
+ 2 ( 7 2 - 1 )  ~ l j A 4hr + o(hr) + op{ ( n h ) - 1/2} + 472 / ( /  <  0)
= {1 + °p(!)} x
: /  -  / ) 2 +  (72 -  l ) 2 /  / 2 -  (72 -  1 )A4V  + 472 / ( /  < 0)} . (2.19)
During the proof of Theorem 2.3 it is shown that
and
£ { j T 7 l / | f ( /  < 0 ) }  = o{(nA )-1} 
E  r2/ ( /  < 0)1 =  o(h2r) .
We examine this theorem in detail later but we require the results now so as to replace
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terms in (2.18) and (2.19). We also use (7! -  1) ~  - 7  and (72 -  1) ~  -2 7  , to give
J (/1 — f ) 2 = (1 +  °p(l)} *Ai +  h2rA2 +  'y2A3 +  "IA^hr +  op(/i2r) |
=  (nh) M i +  h A272A3 -1- 'yA^h1' -f- op{h2r +  (n/i) 1 -f 7 2}
and
/ ( A - / ) 2 =  {l +  oP( l ) } x
(n/i) M i +  /i2M 2 -T (27)2A3 +  c^ 'yA\hr 4- 472o{(nA) 1}|
=  (nfc)-M i +  /i2M 2(27 )M 3 +  21 A , h r +  op{h2r +  (nh)~l +  72} ,
which proves the result (2.8).
2.3.2 D ensities w ith  Regularly Varying Tails
The aim of this section is to find properties of 7 and then substitute into (2.8) to find 
the ISE of f i  and / 2 . We assume that the underlying density /  has the following 
properties :
tails that decrease as positive powers of |x |-1 as \x\ —> oc, 
tha t /  > 0 on (—00, +00) and that /  has r continuous derivatives satisfying 
/ W( 7  ~  { £ ) '  ClX~°' ; / <r)( - * )  ~  ( - l ) r ( 0 c 2x - a  ^ as n —► oc.
where c i,c2 > 0 and a i , a 2 > 1 (so that /  is integrable). (2.20)
The condition we assume of K  is that
for constants C i.C 2 > 0. A" vanishes outside (—C1.C1) and
\K\ < C2; and K  is symmetric and of r t h  order. (2.21)
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We make a transform ation x = (nh)l ^a:>v, j  = 1 for the right tail and j  = 2 for 
the left tail, and substitute for x in the formula for f ( x) .  The location of the negative 
regions of /  is a function of n and h. The transformation of f ( x )  to Z( n . v )  gives us 
a scale to investigate the convergence of an integral of the density estim ator over a 
range dictated by n and h. but free from the competing effect of the factor (nh)~l on 
the convergence of the integral of / .  It is shown in the proof tha t random variables 
Z( n . v )  converge to Z\{y) (or /^ (u )).
Sometimes we shall strengthen this by requiring that K  be Holder continuous. To in­
vestigate the properties of 7 (defined by (2.7)), we first define random variables Z\(v) 
associated with the right tail of /  and Z2(v) (left tail of / )  that have characteristic 
functions,
A =  exp Cj-v aj  J  { I  -  e t t K(y) } d y , j  = 1,2
= exp {—Cji; a>ß(t)} ,/?(*) = j { \  -  eltK{y)}dy . ( 2 .22 )
The purpose of the random variables Z\(v) and Z2(v) becomes apparent during the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 (Section 2.5)<where it is shown'that random variables-^ (n, v) = 
nhf(x)  eonvorgo to Zi(v) (or Z2(v)^ We then define
As,j = j  E[\Zj (v)\I{ZJ(v)<0}\dv,  i  = 1,2, 
Jo
(2.23)
which we use to calculate 7. Under conditions (2.20) and (2.21), and assuming K 
takes negative values on a set of positive measure, Asj  is absolutely convergent to 
a positive number. This follows from Zj(v) being the limit of a sequence of random 
variables which, with probability bounded away from zero, take values bounded below 
zero. Theorem 2.1 shows that 7 is very small so that the ISE of /,• is like the ISE of 
/ •
Theorem 2.1 Assuming the conditions on f  (2.20 ) and K (2.21 ) and that h —> 
0, nh —> oc as n —> 00, we have
• + C O
7 = J_^  I f{x)\I {f {x)  <o)  dx
j = 1 u = 1
as n (2.24)
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That is, the bandwidth which is asymptotically optimal for minimising the ISE 
of /  will also be optimal for minimising the ISE of /,-, i =  1,2, if and only if a >  2. 
From the viewpoint of the density, the condition a  >  2 implies the existence of finite 
means and when a  <  2, we note th a t xf (x)dx  is not finite. Thus our results will 
be relevant for those densities for which a moment higher than the mean is finite. 
If this condition is not satisfied, there is too much information in the tails for our 
corrections to the negative estim ates to be regarded as asymptotically negligible.
If one tail of the underlying density decreases slower than the other, it will exert 
the dominant influence on 7 (and hence on /,) with the other tail having negligible 
effect on 7 . If both tails decrease at the same rate, both tails influence 7 equally and 
we only need to calculate 7 for one tail as the other will be the same. To allow for 
either balanced tails or one tail dominant, we define
a = min(ai, » 2), ^5 =  ^5 ,j if c*i ^  ol2 and a  =  a ;
and A5 =  -^5,1 T ^ 5,2 if QU = <^2- (2.25)
Then equation (2.24) is equivalent to,
7 =  {nh)-x+l'aA b + {(nA)-1+1/“ } . (2.26)
With the result from Theorem 2.1, we may substitute the right side of (2.26) for 7 
into the formulae for ISE of (/,-,i = 1, 2) (see (2.8) on page 13) to get
J ( f i - f ) 2 =  (nh)~l Ai +h.'2rA2 + i
+ihr(nh)-1+1'aAi As
+op{(nh) -1 + + ( } . (2.27)
If h is chosen so that (n/i)-1 (a factor of the variance) and h2r (a factor of the squared 
bias) are of the same order, then
I  U i  -  f ?~ J ( f  -  f ?  or /  £ ( /  -  f f  if and onl>' if « > 2-
Since f{x)  — ei-3?~a . a > 2 implies'the existence of finke means:...In this sense.-^ a-
■bandwidth which is asymptotically optimal in the s&nse of minimising ISE for /  is-
— 7 >
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also optim^-i-m-the sense of minimising-ISE for 2. if and only if a moment
higher than the mean is finite.
The result from Theorem 2.1 is for densities given by (2.20). These conditions 
may be generalised by including slowly varying functions L\, L2 such that
/<r>(x) =  x - ‘“1+r)£,(*) , /M (-x )  = x - (^ +r>i2(x) (2.28)
as x —> oo and c*i, a 2 > 1 . We need only make slight changes to the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 to accommodate these conditions and the only modifications from the 
previous result (2.27) are that terms in (n/i)~2+2/Q and (nh)-1+1/Qr are replaced by 
(n/i)_2+2/QfT3 |(n /i)1/a j  and (nh)~l+l^a L3 j(n/i)1/°'j respectively, where T3 is an­
other slowly varying function. The results due to the generalisations are elucidated 
in the proof of the theorem.
The former conclusion continues to hold. That is, the bandwidth which is asymp­
totically optimal for minimising the ISE for /  is also asymptotically optimal for 
minimising the ISE for /,-, i = 1,2, provided a > 2, but not if 0 < a  < 1. The 
marginal case a  = 2 can go either way depending on the choice of L\ and L2.
Similiar results are readily obtained in a wide range of other cases by adaption 
of Theorem 2.1. For example, consider densities with exponentially decreasing tails 
such that
f [r){x) ~  Cn exp ( - c 12i ai) ;
f (r){ - x )  ~  c2\ exp (—c22^0<2)
as x —► oo where c,y, a,- are positive constants . (2.29)
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In such cases, 7 —► 0 and
I  (l-  f ?  = (nh)-1. ^  + h2r + o„ {(nh)-1 + .
We now examine the third density estimator given by
A = 73 /(s)/(* i < x < *2), where 73_1 = f  f{x)dx  ,
J Y \  < S < * 2
Vi is the largest negative solution of f (x)  = 0 and K2 is the smallest positive solution 
of f (x)  = 0.
We continue to assume that /  has at least r derivatives (conditions (2.20)) and 
strengthen the conditions on K  that were given at (2.21) by including Holder continu­
ity. Theorem 2.2 shows that a  = m in(a i,a2) > 2, which is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for f \  and / 2 to have the same asymptotic ISE as / ,  is also sufficient for 
J*3 to share that formula.
Theorem  2.2 The conditions (2.20), (2.21) and K being Holder continuous are as­
sumed, with a > 2 in (2.20). Also it is assumed that for some 0 < e < n -1+£ <
h < n~e. Then
J { h  ~  S ) 2 = {1 4- Op(1)} {(n/i)-1Ai + h2rA2] as n -» 00 .
The density estimate / 3 is obtained by truncating /  at a point where /  goes negative 
and so the ISE of / 3 will be similiar to the ISE of /  if the truncated part is negligible.
The density estimate / 4 is similiar to / 3 but truncated at 2Y2 and we may conclude 
that
I  \f(x)\ = Op |(rz/i)"1+1/aj  for each a > c*i.
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This section concludes with Theorem 2.3 which gives the results that f  f 2I{f  < 0) and 
I  < 0) are smaller order than (nh)~l . These integrals arise in the expansion
A
of /( /;  — f y  given at equations (2.9) and (2.10).
Theorem 2.3 We assume conditions (2.20) regarding derivatives and the tails of f  
and conditions (2.21) for the support , bound, symmetry, order and continuity of K , 
and that h = h(n) —>0,  nh —> oc as n —> oo. Then,
j  f 2I ( f  < 0 ) + J/ I / I / ( /  < 0) =  o„ {(n/i)-1} « n -  00 .
2.3 .3  C o m p a ctly  S u p p o rted  D en s it ie s
We describe the properties of 7 and of /,-, i = 1,2, 3, in the case where the true density 
/  is supported on a compact interval. Results analogous to those for unboundedly 
supported densities are derived to show that /,• and /  are asymptotically equivalent. 
Without loss of generality, we may take the support of /  to be (0,1). However, the 
support of /(x ) is close to (—hC\, 1 -f hC\), and to assess 7 we have to consider the 
contribution to f (x)  outside of (0,1). We assume that /  vanishes outside (0,1), /  > 0 
and has r continuous derivatives on (0,1), and
/ w (x) ~  {i)T ^  -
/<')(1 - * ) ~ ( - 1)' ( i ) ' c * x ‘« (2.30)
as x ]. 0 , where c\, ci > 0 and on, > r .
Beta densities represent examples of this type. The condition 07,0:2 > r ensures that 
/  has r bounded derivatives on (—00,0c). Theorem 2.4 is an anologue of Theorem
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2.1 for densities satisfying (2.30) rather than (2.20). We define the function
Gj(v)  = Cj I (v -  u)ajK(u)du , (2.31)
J  u<v
and put
=  -  /  G< 0).
If K  takes negative values then A$,j is strictly positive. If we assume that K  is 
compactly supported, then the integrand in the definition of A $ j  vanishes outside a 
compact set.
Theorem 2.4 Assume conditions (2.21) for K and conditions (2.30) for f , and that 
h = h(n) —► 0 and nh —» oo. Then,
7 haj+lAs,j + op < ^2 ha}+l > as n - *  oo.
j = i ,j= i
(2.32)
As in Theorem 2.1, we assume that either one tail of the density provides most of the 
information about 7 or that both tails operate equally. Substituting
7 = ha+1A s + op{ha+l}
into (2.8), we obtain the analogue of (2.27) for densities with compact support,
J(fi-  f ) 2 =  (nA)-M ! + h2rA2 + i2h2^ r)A3A\ + 5
+op {(n/i)-1 + h2r + h2^ }  1,2 . (2.33)
However since a > r,
/ ( / .  -  / ) 2 = {1 + Op(l)} + A2M 2} , (2.34)
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and we may conclude that the integrated squared errors for /,, i = 1,2. and /  are 
asymptotically equivalent when the underlying density has compact support.
We now state an analogue of Theorem 2.2 which gives the ISE for / 3 when the 
underlying density has compact support. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that the support of /  is the interval (0,1). Let Y\ and Yj denote respectively the 
largest solution less than |  and the smallest solution greater than | ,  of f (x)  = 0. 
Define / 3 by (2.3). Theorem 2.5 shows that / 3 has the same asymptotic ISE as f .
Theorem  2.5 Assume that K has support (—C\, C i),\K\ < C2 , is symmetric of 
r ’th order, and is Holder continuous. Also assume that for some 0 < e < | , n _1+£ < 
h < n~c. Then,
j ( h  -  f ) 2 =  {1 +  oP( 1)} {(nh )-iA l + .
Theorem 2.6 is the analogue of Theorem 2.3 for compactly supported densities.
Theorem  2.6 The conditions for K  and f  are the same as for theorem 2.5. Also, 
we assume that h = h(n) —> 0 and nh —> 00. Then,
J  f l { f  < 0) + j  f \ f \ I ( f  < 0 ) = op {(nh)-' + h2r} as n -> so .
The proofs of these two theorems are similiar to their counterparts when the 
support of the underlying density is unbounded.
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2.4 S im ulation  S tu d y
We studied each of the estimators / ,  / 1? / 2, / 3 in the cases of data from Normal, 
Cauchy, Student’s £, Gamma and Beta distributions and / 4 for Normal, Cauchy and 
Student’s t distributions and compared the integrated squared errors of /  and /, as 
n —> oo.
The theory in Section 2.3, and its analogue for the Gamma case, predicts that 
for all but the Cauchy distribution, each type of nonnegative density estimator /,• 
should have integrated squared error close to that of the basic estimator / ,  if the 
same bandwidth is used for all four estimators, and provided that in the Gamma and 
Beta densities the shape parameters are chosen so that the densities are sufficiently 
smooth.
2.4.1 Sim ulation D etails
We took r — 4 throughout, and used the 4’th order kernel suggested by Gasser et al.
[ii],
K{y) = (15/32)(7y4 -  10y2 + 3) /(|y | < 1) . (2.35)
By ensuring that the shape parameters of Gamma and Beta distributions are greater 
than or equal to 5 we guarantee that /  has r = 4 bounded and continuous derivatives 
on (—oc.oo), except possibly at the origin (for a Gamma distribution with shape 
parameter 5) or at 0 or 1 (for a Beta distribution with shape parameter 5). where 
might have a jump discontinuity.
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Conditions (2.21) and Holder continuity are satisfied by K\ condition (2.20) is 
satisfied by the Cauchy distribution with a  = a x = a 2 = 2, and by Student's t 
distribution with number of degrees of freedom equal to a — 1; condition (2.30) is 
satisfied by the Beta distribution with shape parameters (ßi, ßi) = (c*i + l , a 2 + 1); 
and it is straightforward to prove that for the Normal and Gamma distributions, the 
obvious analogues of our main results hold:
/( / .  -  f f  = {1 + Op(l)} {(n/s)-1 + hs A2}, i = 1,2,3 ,
I f 2 /( / <  0) + / / I / I  / ( /  < 0) =  op{(nh)-'  + .
We considered two empirical methods for bandwidth choice, cross-validation (e.g. Sil­
verman [23,p.48ff] and reference to a standard distribution (e.g. Silverman [23,p.45ff]).
The latter technique may be developed by noting that by standard asymptotic 
theory for kernel estimators (Silverman [23.p.66fF]), the optimal bandwidth is given 
very nearly by
h = 72^ { J ^y2 K{y) dy}9 { J / (4)(x)2dx} 9 n~° . (2.36)
If the underlying distribution were Normal N(n,cr2) then, for the particular kernel 
given at (2.35), formula (2.36) would reduce to
h = 2.58( in 's  ,
Now, the interquartile range of the normal distribution equals 1.34 times its standard 
deviation. This observation motivates an empirical rule.
h = 2.58 min(<r, <J/1.34) n~*. (2.37)
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where a denotes sample standard deviation and q is sample interquartile range. By 
incorporating q into (2.37) we ensure that the bandwidth rule is practicable for heavy­
tailed distributions like the Cauchy.
The cross-validation technique for choosing h requires finding the minimum of a 
score function,
Ml (h) =  n -2 £  £  K-  {h-\Xi- X,)} + 2n-1/T 1X(0) ,
where K m(t) = (K * K)(t) — 2K(t) with ★  being the convolution operator. The score 
function was initially calculated over a coarse grid of values of h which were multiples 
(0.25,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.25,2.5) of h as given by (2.37). Then the grid was refined stepwise 
by locating the current minimum of M\(h) and adding an extra grid point on either 
side of it. This continued until the relative change in M\(h) was less than 1%.
The computing of K* {h~l (Xi — A',-)} was done by first evaluating K m(t) for 401 
values of t 6 [—2,2] and recording these values in a table. For each X{ and only 
values of X j  within two bandwidths of Xi, we referred to the table (interpolating 
between the tabulated values if necessary) to get the value of K* {h~l (Xi — Xj)}. 
By ordering the data and utilising the symmetry of K m(t), the score function was 
evaluated efficiently.
2.4.2 R esults
One hundred data sets of sizes 50, 100. 200. 400 and 1.000 were simulated using NAG 
routines. Each density estimator was evaluated at 256 or more points, and numerical
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integrations were performed on grids of at least 200 points.
As our index of the closeness of the integrated squared error of /, to that of /  we 
took
R, = av |ISE(/,) -  ISE (/)|/ {av ISE(/)} (2.38)
where “av'5 denotes the average over all simulations. We also recorded the number of 
times that ISE(/t) < ISE(/). These data are summarized in Tables 2.2 to 2.9, for the 
Normal, Cauchy , Student’s t with 2,4,5,8 degrees of freedom, Gamma (5,1) and Beta 
(5, 9) distributions respectively, and for the sample sizes n = 50,100,200,400,1000. 
Relative errors for values of R{. i.e. standard deviations divided by means, are between 
7% and 12%.
Normal and Cauchy distributions are included because they represent opposite 
extremes of tail behaviour for distributions with unbounded support. In the case of 
Normal data, the tails of /  are so light that the ISE effect of rendering nonnegative 
the tails of /  is very small indeed. In this case, we observe the predicted decrease in 
the values of R\ as n —> oo. The decrease occurs more rapidly when h is estimated by 
the rule (2.37) than when cross-validation is used. By way of contrast, the Cauchy 
distribution has = a 2 = 2, and so comprises the critical case where the optimal 
bandwidths for / ,  f \ .  / 2 , / 3 and / 4 are of the same order of magnitude but have 
different multiplicative constants. In consequence, the value of R, converges to a 
nonzero constant as n —► oc. For Student's t distribution with three or more degrees 
of freedom, the value of Rt converges to zero as n —* oc, and the rate of convergence 
increases with the number of degrees of freedom. The convergence of Rt for Student's
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t (2 df) distribution is quite slow and when using cross-validation to estimate h, a 
sample size of 1000 is insufficient to detect the predicted decrease. This distribution 
has a (defined at (2.20)) equal to 3. Whilst these tails are lighter than in the critical 
case of the Cauchy (a = 2), sufficient data can be found in the tails such that 7  does 
not readily approach zero as n —♦ 0 0 .
Data from the Beta distribution are presented because they illustrate the example 
discussed in Section 2.3.3. As expected, they exhibit similar behaviour to the Normal 
case, although in the case of Beta data the values of A, converge to zero a little more 
rapidly. The convergence of A, for the Gamma data is as predicted by the theory.
Plots illustrating these results are shown in Figures 2.5 - 2.7.
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Figure 2.5: Values of relative difference (i?i) of /, for sample sizes 50,100,200.400,1000 
of°Normal (0,1), Cauchy (0,1) and Student’s t (2 df) data.
For graphs on the left, the bandwidth is estimated by cross validation and1 for those 
on the right, bandwidth is estimated by reference to the Normal distribute .
Normal, h by ref.Normal, h by C.V.
400 600 
sample size400 600 
sample size
Cauchy , h by C.V. Cauchy , h by ref.
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Figure 2.6: Values of relative difference (Rt) of /, for sample sizes 50,100.200,400,1000 
of Student's t (3 df), Student’s t (5 df) and Student’s t (8 df) data.
Stud. t(3) , h by C.V. Stud. t(3) , h by ref.
00 600 
sample size
Stud. t ( 5 ) , h by C.V.
00 600 
sample size
Stud. t ( 8 ) , h by C.V.
sample size
-----  R1
.......  R2
----- R3
----- R4
00 600 
sample size
Stud. t(5) , h by ref.
00 600 
sample size
Stud. t(8) , h by ref.
00 600 
sample size
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Figure 2.7: Values of relative difference (Rx) of /, for sample sizes 50.100,200.400,1000 
of Gamma(5,l) and Beta(5,9) data.
Gamma , h by C.V. Gamma , h by ref.
0.015
0.010
0.005
00 600 
sample size
00 600 
sample size
Beta , h by C.V.
sample size
-----  R1
.......  R2
----- R3
Beta , h by ref.
00 600 
sample size
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Table 2.2: Values of relative difference (R{) of /,• for simulated Normal data. 
The numbers in parentheses in column Rx represent the percentage of times that 
ISE(/{) < IS E (/). The bandwidth methods are cross-validation (C.V.) and 
“reference to a standard distribution” (ref.).
n
bandwidth
method
mean
IS E (/)
s.d.
IS E (/) Ri Ä2 Rz R\
50 C.V. 0.013 0.013 0.035
(41)
0.084
(28)
0.043
(37)
0.091
(29)
ref. 0.012 0.009 0.021
(72)
0.037
(65)
0.022
(70)
0.058
(62)
100 C.V. 0.0065 0.0052 0.031
(47)
0.070
(35)
0.031
(46)
0.083
(38)
ref. 0.0064 0.0045 0.014
(58)
0.027
(54)
0.013
(53)
0.052
(55)
200 C.V. 0.0036 0.0029 0.023
(41)
0.057
(30)
0.022
(41)
0.071
(32)
ref. 0.0036 0.0026 0.008
(60)
0.016
(56)
0.006
(56)
0.038
(57)
400 C.V. 0.0022 0.0018 0.020
(31)
0.048
(25)
0.020
(30)
0.066
(25)
ref. 0.0020 0.0016 0.0053
(49)
0.011
(46)
0.0053
(49)
0.034
(48)
1000 C.V. 0.0010 0.0007 0.013
(32)
0.029
(28)
0.012
(30)
0.052
(27)
ref. 0.0009 0.00065 0.003
(56)
0.006
(52)
0.003
(52)
0.025
(52)
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Table 2.3: Values of relative difference (/?,) of /, for simulated Cauchy data. 
The numbers in parentheses in column Rt represent the percentage of times that 
IS E (/t) < IS E (/). The bandwidth methods are cross-validation (C.V.) and
“reference to a standard distribution" (ref.).
n
bandwidth
method
mean
IS E (/)
s.d.
IS E (/) Ri R2 Rz
50 C.V. 0.015 0.008 0.030
(54)
0.055
(50)
0.21
(57)
0.25
(67)
ref. 0.013 0.010 0.037
(63)
0.068
(58)
0.24
(46)
0.28
(62)
100 C.V. 0.0088 0.0046 0.018
(60)
0.033
(53)
0.17
(38)
0.16
(53)
ref. 0.0072 0.0036 0.023
(62)
0.044
(56)
0.24
(34)
0.21
(51)
200 C.V. 0.0046 0.0023 0.018
(54)
0.033
(51)
0.23
(32)
0.16
(42)
ref. 0.0039 0.0018 0.022
(54)
0.037
(52)
0.23
(28)
0.16
(43)
400 C.V. 0.0027 0.0014 0.016
(50)
0.031
(49)
0.22
(27)
0.15
(38)
ref. 0.0026 0.0013 0.016
(49)
0.033
(46)
0.21
(34)
0.15
(43)
1000 C.V. 0.0012 0.0067 0.013
(45)
0.025
(42)
0.24
(23)
0.17
(31)
ref. 0.0014 0.0006 0.011
(37)
0.022
(35)
0.15
(28)
0.10
(45)
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Table 2.4: Values of relative difference (Rt) of /, for simulated Students't (2 df.) data. 
The numbers in parentheses in column Rt represent the percentage of times that 
ISE(/,) < IS E (/). The bandwidth methods are cross-validation (C.V.) and 
“reference to a standard distribution'1 (ref.).
n
bandwidth
method
mean
IS E (/)
s.d.
IS E (/) Ri R2 Rz
50 C.V. 0.012 0.008 0.042
(98)
0.074
(97)
0.097
(42)
0.091
(71)
ref. 0.012 0.010 0.053
(100)
0.092
(98)
0.16
(33)
0.13
(64)
100 C.V. 0.0075 0.0033 0.034
(99)
0.057
(99)
0.11
(30)
0.081
(58)
ref. 0.0066 0.0032 0.033
(100)
0.061
(99)
0.16
(18)
0.11
(54)
200 C.V. 0.0053 0.0020 0.025
(100)
0.044
(100)
0.089
(16)
0.065
(55)
ref. 0.0047 0.0017 0.035
(100)
0.059
(100)
0.14
(10)
0.090
(42)
400 C.V. 0.0040 0.0012 0.019
(100)
0.036
(100)
0.11
(1)
0.057
(37)
ref. 0.0037 0.0011 0.022
(100)
0.043
(100)
0.14
(2)
0.074
(34)
1000 C.V. 0.0030 0.0007 0.014
(100)
0.029
(100)
0.12
(1)
0.055
(23)
ref. 0.0029 0.0007 0.028
(100)
0.028
(100)
0.12
(1)
0.057
(24)
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Table 2.5: Values of relative difference (/?,) of /,• for simulated Students't (3 df.) data. 
The numbers in parentheses in column Rx represent the percentage of times that 
ISE(/,) < IS E (/). The bandwidth methods are cross-validation (C.V.) and 
“reference to a standard distribution” (ref.).
n
bandwidth
method
mean
IS E (/)
s.d.
IS E (/) Ri R2 Rz R4
50 C.V. 0.018 0.010 0.021
(11)
0.048
(8)
0.040
(45)
0.053
(38)
ref. 0.014 0.008 0.015
(31)
0.031
(22)
0.060
(59)
0.068
(59)
100 C.V. 0.012 0.008 0.014
(4)
0.031
(3)
0.040
(58)
0.044
(45)
ref. 0.009 0.0011 0.024
(12)
0.024
(9)
0.061
(69)
0.062
(53)
200 C.V. 0.0088 0.0046 0.009
(0)
0.019
(0)
0.043
(67)
0.041
(43)
ref. 0.007 0.0034 0.010
(0)
0.022
(0)
0.057
(77)
0.049
(48)
400 C.V. 0.0065 0.0028 0.007
(0)
0.014
(0)
0.036
(82)
0.028
(41)
ref. 0.0055 0.0022 0.008
(0)
0.017
(0)
0.049
(86)
0.034
(41)
1000 C.V. 0.0050 0.0014 0.005
(0 )
0.010
(0)
0.029
(88)
0.023
(36)
ref. 0.0045 0.0013 0.005
(0)
0.011
(0)
0.037
(92)
0.029
(39)
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Table 2.6: Values of relative difference (Ri) of /, for simulated Students't (5 df.) data. 
The numbers in parentheses in column Rt represent the percentage of times that 
ISE(/,) < IS E (/). The bandwidth methods are cross-validation (C.V.) and 
“reference to a standard distribution'’ (ref.).
n
bandwidth
method
mean
IS E (/)
s.d.
IS E (/) Ri Ä2 R3 R4
50 C.V. 0.016 0.019 0.028
(31)
0.057
(25)
0.090
(38)
0.083
(36)
ref. 0.011 0.009 0.020
(51)
0.038
(44)
0.035
(54)
0.059
(55)
100 C.V. 0.008 0.005 0.016
(24)
0.034
(21)
0.021
(34)
0.048
(31)
ref. 0.007 0.004 0.011
(43)
0.020
(35)
0.027
(46)
0.043
(44)
200 C.V. 0.005 0.003 0.009
(23)
0.019
(19)
0.014
(46)
0.033
(26)
ref. 0.0042 0.0026 0.008
(21)
0.018
(20)
0.016
(43)
0.037
(37)
400 C.V. 0.0032 0.0020 0.006
(16)
0.011
(8)
0.011
(55)
0.025
(16)
ref. 0.0027 0.0014 0.005
(25)
0.009
(12)
0.016
(72)
0.034
(26)
1000 C.V. 0.0019 0.0009 0.004
(22)
0.007
(8 )
0.014
(66)
0.025
(18)
ref. 0.0015 0.0006 0.004
(30)
0.009
(11)
0.022
(11)
0.032
(20)
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Table 2.7: Values of relative difference (Rt) of /,■ for simulated S tudents't (8 df.) data. 
The numbers in parentheses in column Rx represent the percentage of times that 
ISE(/i) < IS E (/). The bandwidth methods are cross-validation (C.V.) and
“reference to a standard distribution'7 (ref.).
n
bandwidth
method
mean
IS E (/)
s.d.
IS E (/) Ri R2 Rz i?4
50 C.V. 0.012 0.008 0.030
(25)
0.072
(22)
0.031
(31)
0.058
(29)
ref. 0.011 0.008 0.017
(57)
0.033
(53)
0.018
(55)
0.052
(55)
100 C.V. 0.008 0.005 0.021
(21)
0.048
(19)
0.021
(30)
0.047
(29)
ref. 0.006 0.004 0.011
(40)
0.023
(36)
0.019
(45)
0.043
(37)
200 C.V. 0.0040 0.0030 0.012
(14)
0.027
(13)
0.015
(38)
0.035
(20)
ref. 0.0035 0.0026 0.006
(24)
0.013
(21)
0.015
(45)
0.034
(35)
400 C.V. 0.0025 0.0016 0.009
(?)
0.019
(?)
0.010
(28)
0.035
(11)
ref. 0.0020 0.0009 0.005
(9)
0.011
(8)
0.011
(36)
0.038
(19)
1000 C.V. 0.0014 0.0007 0.005
(0)
0.010
(0)
0.010
(36)
0.032
(?)
ref. 0.0012 0.0006 0.004
(0)
0.009
(0)
0.011
(-11)
0.037
(3)
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Table 2.8: Values of relative difference (R{) of /, for simulated Gam m a data. 
The numbers in parentheses in column Rt represent the percentage of times that 
ISE(/i) < IS E (/). The bandwidth methods are cross-validation (C.V.) and 
“reference to a standard distribution” (ref.).
n
bandwidth
method
mean
IS E (/)
s.d.
IS E (/) Ri R2 R3
50 C.V. 0.007 0.005 0.009
(39)
0.018
(30)
0.056
(70)
ref. 0.005 0.003 0.010
(71)
0.017
(64)
0.016
(71)
100 C.V. 0.004 0.003 0.006
(36)
0.011
(30)
0.011
(62)
ref. 0.003 0.002 0.006
(58)
0.011
(51)
0.010
(56)
200 C.V. 0.002 0.001 0.003
(33)
0.006
(32)
0.004
(43)
ref. 0.002 0.0009 0.004
(61)
0.007
(54)
0.006
(62)
400 C.V. 0.001 0.0009 0.002
(33)
0.004
(30)
0.003
(33)
ref. 0.0009 0.0006 0.003
(53)
0.006
(44)
0.003
(48)
1000 C.V. 0.0005 0.0003 0.002
(42)
0.004
(27)
0.002
(43)
ref. 0.0005 0.0003 0.003
(46)
0.005
(37)
0.003
(45)
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Table 2.9: Values of relative difference (Rt) of /, for simulated Beta data.
The numbers in parentheses in column represent the percentage of times that 
ISE(/,) < IS E (/). The bandwidth methods are cross-validation (C.V.) and 
“reference to a standard distribution'’ (ref.).
n
bandwidth
method
mean
IS E (/)
s.d.
IS E (/) R i R i R z
50 C.V. 0.083 0.062 0.023
(44)
0.047
(34)
0.022
(48)
ref. 0.090 0.076 0.026
(76)
0.045
(71)
0.026
(76)
100 C.V. 0.044 0.033 0.019
(40)
0.043
(23)
0.019
(41)
ref. 0.043 0.029 0.014
(75)
0.025
(66)
0.014
(76)
200 C.V. 0.026 0.021 0.016
(33)
0.042
(26)
0.017
(35)
ref. 0.022 0.013 0.010
(68)
0.018
(57)
0.010
(64)
400 C.V. 0.014 0.011 0.015
(32)
0.035
(20)
0.015
(33)
ref. 0.013 0.009 0.007
(61)
0.014
(48)
0.007
(65)
1000 C.V. 0.007 0.005 0.012
(29)
0.029
(19)
0.012
(29)
ref. 0.006 0.004 0.006
(59)
0.011
(50)
0.006
(60)
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2.5 P roofs o f  R esu lts  and T heorem s
In this section we shall make frequent use of B ernste in ’s inequality  (Serfling 
[22,p.95ff]) and we restate it here because of its importance.
Let Y\ •• - Yn be independent random variables satisfying Pr {|Ti — E(Y{)\ < m} = l, 
each i, where m  < oo. Then for t > 0, and for all n = 1,2 • • • ,
Pr E ^ - E  E(y>)
t = l  *'=1
2x2
> n i l  < 2 exp I --------------—------- =------
_ / “  I 2 Var(yi) + |mn< (2.39)
2.5.1 P roof of /  /  2 =  /  / 2 +  op( 1)
This is statement (2.13) on page 15.
By the triangle inequality, with || • || denoting the L2 metric for functions,
I l l / l l  —  l l / l l  < 1 1 /  — / | | • Squaring both sides, and taking expectations, we see that
f \ \ ~  l l / l l  f  <  j  E(
which implies that ||/ || —> ||/|| in probability, or equivalently that /  f 2 —>• f  f 2 in 
probability.
2.5.2 P roof of f f 2I ( f  >0) =  If2 +  o„(l)
This is statement (2.14) on page 15.
We use a result from Theorem 2.3 which is proved later. In that theorem, it is shown 
that /  f 2I ( f  < 0) = op { { n h ) ~ 1}. We write the left side of (2.14) as
/  f 2I ( f  > 0) =  J  f 2 -  f  f 2I ( f  < 0) ,
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We now investigate the factor P r( f  < 0). We have that
sup P r ( f  < 0) < sup {Pr ( | /  -  E f  \ > |P / |)  }
and we can manipulate the RHS of this inequality using Bernstein’s inequality. To 
identify with the terms in our definition (2.39) on page 41, we write
Yi(:r) = (nh)-l K { h ~ \ x  -  X;)}
so that f (x)  = Yli=i Yi(x ) and E{f ( x) }  =  E  {X)?=i K(^)}- Because the Xi  s are inde­
pendent and identically distributed, so to are the s and E{f ( x) }  = E{Yt(a;)}. 
Under the i.i.d assumptions, we have that E( f )  = nE(Y\) which is identifiable with 
the term nt in (2.39) but we retain E( f )  in the role of nt  for convenient evaluation 
of Bernstein’s inequality. In this notation,
sup [Pr  ( | /  -  Ef \  > |£ / |) }  =  sup Pr E 15 - E EVi) > E ( f )
We require a bound for |Y{ — E(Yi)\, designated m in (2.39). Since \K\ < C2 ,
W - E i Y M  < \Yi\ + |£{5/,}| < 2(nh)-1C2-
Thus by Bernstein’s inequality,
_______________ 1E f t____________ _
2 var(^t) + l{2(nh)~'C2\Ef\}
Since the Yi are i.i.d., Y17=i var(K) =  var(/).
sup {P r ( | /  -  E f\  > |P / |) }  < 2 sup [exp
and by applying Theorem 2.3 and (2.13) we get (2.14).
2.5.3 Proof of / ( / -  f ) f l ( f  < 0) =  op {(nh) 1 +  }
This is statement (2.15) on page 15.
Let c > 0 be any constant, and write J  =  {x : f (x)  > c}. We consider the integration 
in the left side of (2.15) for the ranges of x given by J  and its complement, J . By 
Holder’s inequality, 2
e\Jj(I - nmf < o)\ <j f  E\(f -/ ) / / ( /  < o )
< f f } \ in f P r ( f  < $ ) ' ! '  .
We assume (3cc-{2.21)) frhtttr for lcornol function K-r \K\ <  -<?2-fft'~€Qaotant)"SO that 
■\j---- E f \  <  ■{nh)~lGT- Using Bcrnetcm’s inequality'(see (2.39) on--page-44-)-we have
■-t-ha4,
-v*
' sup Pr-( f  <  0) sup ---- E f  \ > \£ / |) }
. (  \ E f ?  1n
J r { 2 v a r / + | ( n / !) - 1C2|£ : / |Jr
Expressions for the expectation and variance of the kernel estimator are given by
E f  =  f  +  { K / r \ ) f ^ h r +  o(hr) and 
var/  =  (n/i)-1 /  j  K ( t ) 2dt +  0 ( n~l )
(see Silverman [23, p39]). Thus,
sup P r ( f  < 0) =  o j(n /i)-1 +  h2rJ
h o l d e r ’s inequality: E\XY\  < {E\X\p)1' p{E \Y I*)1/*, 1 < p < oo, 1 < q < oc, ( l /p )  +  ( l /g )  = 1.
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and with result (2.12) for the integrated mean square error, we have that
j { f  - / ) / / ( / <  0)1 = o { (n / . ) -1 + h2'}
Since E\(f - / ) / / ( /  < 0)| < -  f f  then,
f . V - n m !  <0)I < j . E { f - f ?  .
For any e > 0 the right-hand side may be made less than e{(n/i)-1 + h2r}, for all 
sufficiently large n, by choosing c sufficiently small. The bounds for the integral over 
the ranges J  and J  give us the result (2.15).
2.5 .4  P r o o f  o f  / ( /  — £ ’/ ) /  =  op{(n 1/2}
This is statement (2.16) on page 15.
We first expand the left-hand side as a series of independent variables. That is.
/ ( /  -  E f ) f f  (M == /  W 1 j t , K { ( x - X i ) / h } - M
L t = i
= n_1 E  [A_1 /  K  {(* -  Xi)/h] f{x)dx -  J  MS
i L
= n -1 E  { / X( y) f ( Xi  -  hy)dy -  j  A//} .
By squaring both sides and taking expectations we have,
e U O -  E f ) f } 2 = n ~ ' E  E {/ -  hy)dy -  J  M f
=  n ~ 2 E E (/ K(y)f(x -  hy)dy -  j  Mf
(since the X t are independent )
21
n - ' E ^ J  K( y) f ( X\  -  hy)dy -  J  M f
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The kernel function is bounded with compact support and the expectation of the 
squared term gives a real non-negative number. Therefore,
E { j U - E f ) f }  = n~l B  ( B is a constant )
= {nh)-lBh  .
Since h —> 0 and nh —► oo as n —* oo, we have
J ( f - E f ) f  =  op{ ( n h ) - ^ }  ,
which is (2.16) .
2.5.5 P roof of /  (jEf — f'j f  =  — \A±hr -f o(hr)
This is statement (2.17) on page 15. The bias, E f  — / ,  has been shown (see (1.3)) to 
be krhrf  ^  + o(hr). (Recall that in (2.8) on page 13 we assume r to be even.) Since 
this is valid uniformly in the argument of f  and /  then,
/  (Ef -  / ) /  = /  *ar/ (r)/  + o(hr) .
After integrating by parts r/2 times,
y  ( E f  -  / ) /  = ( - i r /2*. y  { / (r/2>}2 + o(*r)
= - 1 a 4V + o(V),
which proves (2.17).
In the following proofs, the symbols B\. B[. B2, ... represent generic constants.
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2.5.6 P roof of Theorem  2.1
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the right-hand tail of the density 
provides the essential information about 7 and prove that as n —► oc,
7 = Jo+°° f ( x ) I  {/(*) < 0} dx = (n/»)-1+1/“' 1 (0) + op } (2.40)
where
r«-1
X(e) = j  E [Z(v)I {Z(v)  < 0}] dv 0 < e < 1. (2-41)
The random variable Z(v) is defined (see (2.22) on page 18) by having characteristic 
function xpv(t) = exp {—cv~aß(t)} and as e —> 0, 1(e) —> A5; A5 being previously 
defined at (2.23) on page 18 and (2.25) on page 19.
To establish the result at (2.40), we consider in succession two ranges of x :
Ri(e) = jx  : 0 < x < e(nh)l a^i or x > e~l (nh)l a^x j  , 
i?2(e) = : €.(nh)l/ai < x < e~l (nh)l/ai} ,0 < e < 1.
These ranges (illustrated in Figure (2.8)) are chosen because it isn’t at first clear what 
happens in the range (0, oc) so R\(e) and i?2(c) are used to define limits where /  can 
be described. Then R\(e) is allowed to shrink and i?2(c) stretch until the limits of 
(0, oc) are obtained. In the first part of the proof, the values of x are those where it 
can be expected that f (x)  > 0 and there is no contribution to 7 . The theory of this 
part can be developed directly from the definition of 7 (defined at (2.7)) and does not 
involve A5. This range will contain the bulk of the internal points and the extreme 
range of the tails.
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Figure 2.8: Ranges Ri(e) and R2(e) of the right tail of /  as described in Theorem 2.1.
It is proved that,
lim limsup (nh)1 f  E \\f (x)|7{ /  (x) < o j]  dx = 0 .
c------' 0  n ------*oo  ^ J J
The second range of x contains those values where it can be expected that /  (x) < 0 
and it is proved, using Z(v), that by taking e > 0 sufficiently small, the value of
{nh)l-W ai) I  E f  (*) < o}] dx
can be made arbitrarily close to X(0) for all sufficiently large n.
Range 1: R\(e)
We manipulate the expression for bias to to get useful terms for Bernstein’s inequality 
which is then used to put a bound on Pr {f (x)  < 0} for later use in bounding 7. Put 
Kq = K  and Kj(u)  = f v>u Kj-\(v)dv, j  > 1. Using integration by parts,
£ / ( * ) - / ( * )  = /  {f{x -  hy) - f ( x ) } K( y ) d y
J  —OO 
r 00
= /  f ( x  -  hy)hKi(y)dy .
J  — OO
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Integrating by parts r — 1 more times,
E f ( x )  -  f ( x )  =  hr r  / « ( x  -  hy)Kr(y)dy.
J —  OO
From the defin ition of the density at (2.20), for x > C\  (a constant),
i / w (*)i < B r ( i+ ^ ) ' (a,+r)-
Assuming tha t h <  1,
\E f (x )  -  / ( x ) |  <  B - V  ^  (1 +  \x +  M ) - (“ ‘ +r> \Kr{y)\dy , for x >  C2
J —  OO
<  B l V { \  +  z )-< “ 1+r> . (2.42)
(Note that K r vanishes outside a compact set.)
In the next section, D i , D 2 and D  are constants.
Since f (x )  ~  Cix-a i and /  is bounded, then xotlf {x )  <  Di  . 
For x >  1 ,
/(*) < - ^ 7  < A
Di2ai
* ai “  { I ( l  +  X) } ai ( l + * ) ai ‘
For x < 1,
f ( x )  <  D 2 <  D 2
f  2 \ a' D 2 2ai 
\1  +  x. ( l  +  x )a i '
We choose D  =  m ax(£h2Ql, D 22ai ), so tha t / ( x )  <  D(  1 +  x ) - a i . We can now 
substitute these results in to  the relationship E f ( x )  <  f (x)  +  \ E f (x )  — f (x) \  to give,
E f { x )  <  D { l + x ) - a' +  B t h ' i l + x ) - ^ ^
=  (1 +  x )~ “ ‘ I D  +  Bi hr(\  +  x ) " r }
=  £ j ( l + x ) - ° * .  (2.43)
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Also,
Ef ( x)  > f ( x ) - \ E f ( x ) - f ( x ) \
> {l + x ) ' a i - B i h r(l + x)- l*l+r)
> B m2( l + x ) ~ a1 (2.44)
for all x > 0, 0 < h < h0 (ho a constant) and where B J < B 2. We restate an earlier 
result that,
v a r/(x ) =  (nh)~l J f ( x  — h y ) K ( y ) 2dy — n~l { f ( x )  +  bias}2 
<  {nh)~l J  f ( x  -  h y ) K{ y ) 2dy.
Since K  vanishes outside (—C i,C i), and f ( x )  <  +  |x |)-Q(1 for x > —1, then
v a r j / ( x ) |  <  £ 3(n/i)-1 ( l  +  x )- “1 . (2.45)
We have the identity,
P r { / ( x ) < 0 }  =  Pr {/(* )  -  - £ / ( * ) }
=  P r  { E f ( x )  -  f ( x )  > E f ( x ) }  ,
to which we apply B ernstein’s inequality (as in 2.5.3 on page 42 ) so that.
Pr  { /(x )  < o} <  2 exp
< 2 exp
2 { v ar/(x ) +  §E f ( x ) ( n h ) ~ 1C2}
-  { B 2(l  +  x )" a i}
.2 { B 3(nh)~l { 1 +  x )"“i -f § £ 2(1 +  x)-°‘i ( nh ) -1C2}
= 2 exp [ ~ B 4(nh)(  1 +  x)"*1] , (2.46)
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where — ^B\[B^ -f |C 2) l . Observe that, if K  vanishes outside (—C\ ,C\ ) ,  
£ [ | / ( x ) | / { / ( x ) < o } ]
=  E (nh) l Y l K { h 1ix ~  x i)}  1 { f i x) < 0 ; |x - X , |  < Cxh}
< (nh)~l C2E Y,i{Hx)<v-Ax- x i\<c1h}
. i
=  (n/i)_1C2 k P r l f ( x )  <  0; |x -  X{\ <  C1 /1,
fc=i ^
for precisely k values of i , 1 < i <  n j  
< (nÄ)-1^  [Pr { / ( * )  < 0 } ]1 £  fc { Q p * ( l  -  p)" (2.47)
where p =  Pr (|x — Xi\ < C\h) < Bsh( 1 -f x) 0,1 . To estimate the series on the 
right-hand side, note that
k =  1
E M > - p)
n —k n\
(n — k)\k\ \  \  — p (i -  p)n
and that by Stirling’s formula,
(fc!) 2 ~
> Bs ( k ^ e ~ k)^
' k \ (2 + 2} _k f 1 ,| , _ i
n2 J 6 2 (2
> B7T ( t  +  l ) 2 h ~ i  .
= Bs l *  \ e ~ U ^  k-
Substituting A =  np/ ( l  — p) and using =  n\/ {k\(n — fc)!} < nk/k\ gives,
- p ) n-" <  ^ ‘ ( i - p ) "
1
< —A^ e np since (1 — p) < e p.
K •
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Therefore,
n — k
k=  1
^  g - i f '  4 (jA)2- B’ S ‘ FipTT)e ' 5 '
<  B p  /
s f i A ) *  -  .
S (2fc)T r l f r i ) + s (2fc - 1)T f e w  I e~V2e<np’)/<2<1'
p)}
k even k odd
<  J 5 f 1 ^
<  1 ^
» . fin" -  . fiA) 5
E  (2A)‘ „)? J 7 + E  (2fc -  1)J 12 , £r, r* + i s v ; k\k-l>
- A / 2 p (np2) / { 2 ( l - p ) }e ' e
& >
Jt=i
> e - V 2 e (nP2) / { 2( l - p ) }
oo / 1 \  k
< J3J 5 3  Jfc2 ( ^ a)  e -A/2e(np2)/<2(1- p>>.
Let V be Poisson with mean A/2. Then 2) =  k2 ( 2^) and
E ( V 2) = var
=  ¥ + & 2 
=  5 ^  +  5 * ) .
Therefore,
p { 0 A l -  P)"- * J : <  BgA(l +  A)e"p2/(2(1- p)>. 
Combining results (2.46), (2.47) and (2.48),
(2.48)
| / ( x ) | / { / ( x )  < 0 }]
< (nh)~l C2 [exp { — B±nh(l  +  x )- a i} B t \ n p 2K  1 -  p)
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We use the expressions for A and p to write,
A (l-fA ) <  2max(A,A2)
< C2 max {n /i(l +  x)~ai , (nh)2( 1 +  x ) - 2ai} 
and np2/ ( l - p )  = p \  < sup(p) sup(A).
Therefore,
£[ | / (x ) | /{ / (x )<o}]
<  (nh)~1Ci  exp | - ^ B 4nA(l +  x)~“‘ +  iC iB 5nA2(l +  x )_2o,I|
x max jn /i( l  +  a:)-01, (nh)2( 1 +  x )-2ai}
< B 9(nh)~l exp j - j £ 4(n/i)(l -f x )_ai |
x m a x |n /i( l  +  x)~ai , (nh)2( 1 -f x)~2ai} , (2.49)
provided x >  0 and C i B 5h < \ B a or tha t h < \ B a/ C i B s (ie. h is small).
Integrating both sides of (2.49) with respect to x over x £ -fti(e),
JR M E[ \ f ( x ) \ l { f ( x ) <0 } } d x
< Jr ^  B^(nh)~l exp ( — l.B 4(nA)(l +  x )- “1)
x max jn /i( 1 -f x )- “1, (nh)2(l  +  x)~2ai} dx.
We now substitu te  ( ^ B ^ n h y l ^ v  =  (1 -f x), absorb necessary constants into B $, B q 
and let e approach zero so that
/ Hi((, B [ | / (x ) | / { / ( x ) < ° } dx
< {C°‘ + Q)
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Hence,
lim 
£— o
lim sup (nA)1" (1/“l) /  E
n— o o  ~ ' H i ( e )
l / ( i ) | / { / ( i )  < o}] d i  =  0. (2.50)
Range 2: i?2(e)
To investigate /^ 2(e) \ f ( x ) \ I  | / ( x )  < 0j  d x , we define a random variable Z(u) that has 
characteristic function ipv(t) = exp { —c iu faiß( t ) }  , ß(t) = f (  1 — eltK^ ) d y .  We em­
ploy two transformations, x =  (nh) l /aiv , v >  0 and Z(n , v )  = £ " =1 K  {h~l (x -  X,)}. 
That is, Z  {n , v (x ) }  = n h f ( x ) .  W ith the change of variable we have that,
/ f ( x ) l \ f ( x ) < 0 \ d x  = (nh)  1+1/ai / Z(rc, r ) /{ Z ( n ,  u) < 0} du.
J  £(n/i)1/ a l  ^ J J £
(2.51)
Let
y<-1
J n(e) =  j  Z ( n 1 v ) I  {Z(n, v) < 0} du,
and
f t - 1
1(e) = J  E  [Z(v)I  {Z(v)  < 0}] <fo.
We prove tha t J n(e) Z(e) as n —> oc and then let e —► 0 to achieve the desired 
result. The proof utilises the expected value of the squared difference of the integrals 
given by
E { l n(e) -  1(e)}2 =  var { l n( +  { E l n(e) -  1(e)}2 , (2.52)
and proceeds by showing that:
(i) |£ { 2 n(e)} -  I (e ) | - ^ O a s n - ^ x ,
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(ii) var {Xn(e)} —► 0 as n oc,
(iii) hence E {Jn(e) — X(e)}2 —* 0 as n —> oo and
(iv) l n(e) —* 1(e) in probability as n —► oc.
The result (i) comes in part from showing the convergence of the characteristic 
function of Z(n,u) to the characteristic function of Z(v), which we do now. The 
characteristic function of Z(n,v)  is
,n(t)
{ * £ * (
x - X i
= E exp I i tK  ^
wr-
h
x - X i
Now,
1 - £
Lexp ( ^ Z 1)  1.
=  J  1 -  ex p \ i t K  } / ( z )^z
=  J  1 -  e xp{ i t K ( y ) } ] f (x  +  hz)hdz (y =  h~l (x -  z))
~  hcix~ax J  [1 -  exp { i tK(y) }]  dy ( /(x )  ~  Cix~ai)
=  hc\X~ai ß(t)
— n~l Civ~aiß(t)  ^x =  ( n hy^ ' v ' j .
Therefore, ibvi(t) ~  1 — n~l C\v~aiß(t)  and
rpvn( t ) ~ { l - n  1 C\v aiß ( t ) Y  -+ exp { - c i i ’ aiß( t ) }  =  rpv(t).
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The convergence theorem for characteristic functions gives
0 v n ( O  0 v ( O  =>• Z(n, v) Z(v)
and
Z(n, v)I{Z(n, v) <0} 3- Z(v)I  < 0}. (2.53)
By Rosenthal’s inequality (Hall and Heyde [14, p.23j), for integers k > 2 and constants 
Ai, A2, A 3  not depending on h,n or v (but depending on e),
E\Z(n , v) \ k < A\ [|.EZ(n, v)\k + {varZ(n, v ) } k ^ 2
< A 2 j^{n/i(l + x)~a i} + {n/i(l + x )~a i} / |
< A 3 . (2.54)
'DChung [5, p95, Theorem 4.5.2] proves that if X n —► X,  and for some p > 0, 
supn £(|Xp>) = M  < 00, then for each r < p, limn_ 00 E(\Xn\r) = E(\X\r) < oc. 
With (2.53) and (2.54) we apply this theorem to give
lim E [Z(n, v)I {Z(n , v) < 0}] = E [Z{v)I {Z(v) < 0}]. (2.55)
n — * 00
Furthermore, with the bound given at (2.54) and the convergence established by 
(2.55), we have via the dominated convergence theorem (see Chung [5, p42]) that 
\EXn(e) — J(e)I —► 0 as n —> 0 and have established point (i) above.
To examine the variance of Xn(e) we consider
Z{n,v  1) =  Y , K  
1=1
Z{n, vt) = Y . K
t = l
(nh)l!aiv\ — Xi I
h J
(nh)l/ai v2 — X i )
and
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Recalling that K  vanishes outside (—C i,C i), we can see that they are independent 
provided only that \v\ — v2| > 2C \h(nh)~l ^ . As n —> oc. h —> 0. nh —► oc and for 
oc\ > 0, we have that 2C\h(nh)~llai —► 0, implying that Zn(ui) and Zn(u2) are asymp­
totically independent. For a simpler notation, we put Yn(v) =  Z ( n , v ) I  {Z(rz,u) < 0} 
and Y(v)  =  Z(v) I  {Z(v)  < 0}. In this notation,
var {!„(£)} =  E { l n(e) -  E l n(e)}2
—  1 —1
=  f  J  E {Yn(Vl) -  E Y „ {Yn(v2) -
=  [  ‘ E { ^ (v j)  -  EYn(Vl)} dvj J C E {y„(v2) -  £F„(v2)} dv2 +  o(l)
(Zn(vi) and Zn(u2) are asymptotically independent)
=  o(l). (2.56)
Both parts of the right side of (2.52) converge to zero as n —> oc, so that 
E { l n(e) -  1(e) Y  -> 0 and l n(e) -4 J(e) as n —► oc. From (2.51),
(nh)l ~{1/ai) f  f ( x ) I  { f ( x)  < 0} dx -> 1(e) as n
v/R2(f)
o o .
By the same arguments leading to (2.50) on page 52, Z(0) < oc and 
lim < _ o  |J(0) -  l (e)\  =  0. Therefore,
lim limsup (nh)1 ^ ai-) f  f ( x ) l { f ( x ) < 0 \ d x - l ( 0 )
i — 0  n — oo - 'R 2 (£)
=  0 . (2.57)
From results (2.50) and (2.57), we have the result (2.40) and have completed the 
proof of the theorem.
For the more general case where the right tail of the density is described b\ 
f (x)  = L\ (x)x~a i, Qi > 0 as x -> oc and Lx is a slowly varying function, we require
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a transformation so that i>sn(t) ~  {1 -  h L \ ( x ) x  axß( t ) }n can be transformed to give 
i p v n{ t )  ~  {1 — n~l v~aiß( t ) }n. Let x = nhL\  j(rc/i)1//ai jj  ^ 1 v. Then
hLt { x )x "“‘ = n _1u_0,‘ [ li{ (n Ä )1/“‘ } ]" 1 I 1^(n/!)1/'='‘ [ l j  {(n/i)I/“ ‘ }]1/t>1
ä  n l v 0,1.
The slowly varying nature of L\ allows the cancellation of
L\ ^(n/i)1/“1 \Li  ^ 1 by JZ/j {(n /i)1/“1 jj . If we use the transforma­
tion x =  (n/i)1/“1 L3{(nh) l^ai}v, with L3 being another slowly varying function and 
equal to L \^a i, and we redefine the limits for i?2(e) as e(n/i)1/°(1Z,3{(n/i)1/0'1} and 
e-1(n/i)1//o'1Z,3{(n/i)1/Q'1}, the proof for this case follows along the same lines as pre­
viously to give
fZ/3{(n/i)1//ori}] /  f ( x ) I { f ( x )  < 0}dx —* A$ as t  —► 0.
L J
The limits for -ßi(e) would be adjusted accordingly and that part of the proof unal­
tered.
2.5.7 P roof of Theorem  2.2
Suppose we can prove that for each e > 0,
and
Op {(nA )-1+(1/“l)+!} ,
dx =  Op { (n /i)-1+(l/£>j)+'} .
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(It suffices to derive the former result as a proof of the latter is similiar). Then, with 
a 0 =  m in(ai, a 2) and e > 0,
% l = l  f (x)dx = r f  + 0 , { ( n h r ' « ' ' « * }
JY\<x<Y2 J - oo  ^ J
=  1 +  Op {(n /i)-1+(1/oo)+<}.
Let a*'* >  a; for i =  1,2. We designate the range of x given by 
or x > (nhJ1/ “1*’ as TZ. It is straightforward to show that
/  f ( x ) 2dx = 0  =  <’ {(nA)~1}-
J1Z L«=i
provided each ad) [s chosen sufficiently close to a; (and exceeds 1). Therefore, for 
such values of o^1) and cd2),
J ^ E { f ( x ) 2} d x  < 2 j J \ E { f ( x ) ~  f ( x ) } 2 + f ( x ) 2 dx 
=  Op {(n/i)-1 +  /i2r} .
Hence, if we prove in addition that for each cd‘) >  a,-, Pr  {Ti <  (n/i)ly/a( —> 0, then
> . 1/ 2
< / ( / * -  f tI - f t )
=  (1 -  7s)2 /  f ( x ) 2dx + (  [  +  /  )  f { x Y
JYi <x<Y2 \ J x<Yi Jx>Y2J
= o„ ( i ~ i Y 2 + Jn E { f ( x Y } dx]
=  Op +  { ( n h ) ' 1 +
= op { (nh) -1 + h2r} ,
provided e >  0 is sufficiently small. (Recall that Qo > 2. by assumption.) Theorem 
2.2 follows from this result.
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It remains to prove that if Y  denotes the smallest positive x such that f ( x )  < 0. 
and e > 0, then
r oo
/  \ f (x)\dx  =
and that if a  > a 1?
P r { Y  < (rc/i)1/a} -> 0. (2.58)
In view of the Holder continuity of K ,  given any B n  > 0, we can construct a sequence 
X n — {zni, 1 <  i < m n} of equally spaced points such that
(i) 0 =  X m  <  • • • <  x n,mn =  (nh)l/ai
(ii) mn =  0 ( n Bl2) for some B n  > 0, depending on B n  but not on n
(iü) with probability one. supXn>.<x<Xn i+1 f ( x )  -  f { x ni) < n~Bu
For D(x)  =  f ( x )  -  E f ( x ),
ID(x) -  D{xni)I < |/ (x )  -  / ( x ni)| +  E\ f ( x )  -  / ( x m)|. (2.59)
If we take the supremum of the differences (2.59) within each interval (xn,-, xntI+i) and 
then take the maximum over the intervals, we have
max sup {\D(x) -  D{xni)\}
1<( < m n 1 xm < x < x n,,+i
< max sup { |/(x )  -  / ( x m) Hh E  f ( x )  -  f ( x ni) }
l < « < m „ - l  r n i < r < x n,l+1 u
< max sup { | / ( x ) - / ( x m)}
l < K m n 1 xn i< x < x n>i+1 L
+  max sup { E  | / ( x) -  / ( x m) }
l < i < m n 1 x „ , < x < x n.l+i L
< n~Bn +  n~Bn (from (iii) above)
=  2n - B n
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In Theorem 2.1, we obtained the result (2.44) that E f ( x )  > B^{ 1 +  x )_ai uniformly 
in x >  0. We choose B n  such that (nh)~l is a strictly larger order of magnitude than 
n~Bn . Then for all x > 0 and n > n0 say,
inf Ef(x)-2n-B'° >  - ß ‘( 1 +  a v ) '" 1-
Let i0 denote the largest i such that x,0 < (nh)l^a .
By the definition of Y,  we can say tha t if Y  < (n h )l/a, then f ( x )  < 0 for some 
0 < x <  (n/i)1/“ . The inequality f (x )  < 0 can be rewritten as E f ( x )  — f (x )  > Ef (x )  
so that
Pr  | y  <  (n/i)1/“ I  =  Pr  { —D(x)  > E f ( x ) for some 0 < x < (nh)l ^a j
<  Pr  | |D ( x m-)| > —^ 2 (1 +  x n i ) ~ a i  lor some 1 <  i <  i0|
* o
<  2 51 exp {-£13/2/1(1 +  Xm)"“1}
t = i
(using Bernstein’s inequality)
<  2mn max |exp {—B i3nh(l  +  xm)-0!1}]
<  2mn exp { — B i 4 nh(nh)~ai/a}
= 0{nBl2) e x v { - B l4(nh)l- {ai/a)} .
For each a  > a i , l  — oti/ot > 0 and exp {—Tfi^n/i)1-0'1/0'} —> 0 as nh —♦ 00. With 
this result,
Pr  j y  < (nh)l/a j  —> 0 as n —► 00,
which proves (2.58). Having showed that it is unlikely that Y  < (nh)l^a, the integral 
Jp =  ^  E  | | / ( x ) |  J dx , a i  < ß < a i -f 6. S sufficiently small ,
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will be adequate to measure the amount of the density lost by disregarding the trun­
cated tail area. We show that = 0  j(rc/i)-1+1//a} for each a > c^.
As in Theorem 2.1, p =  Pr( \x  — X\  <  C\h) < B$h( 1 + i ) " a i , A =  np/(  1 — p) and
£ { / ( x ) }  <  (nh)~lC i kPr(\x  — Xi\ <
k = \
for precisely k values of i, 1 <  i <  n)
=  -  p )"-‘
t=i
< (nh)-1Bl5' t k  ^ e - " ”
Jfc=1
= (nAr'Bis £ > ^ e - V A
fc=l
<  2?i5(nA)-1 A exp {sup(p) sup(A)}
<  B18(l +  x ) - “1 exp 1 +  x ) -“‘n 5 ^ ( l  +  z ) - “1}
<  ß i 6(l +  x ) -“1 exp |ß i7  {n/i(l +  x ) -° '}  .
After substituting v =  (n/ri?i7)_1/a i( l -f x) and integrating,
Jp <  B-l6( n h ) - l+ ' / ° ' jf
rc.
<  B ls(a/l) - 1+1/“‘ /
J [r
(nh)1 / £~1 / <*l
v ai exp (u 2ai) du
=  B 's(n /i)-1+1/£'1 [ - u 1- “1
Since c*i > 1, 1 -  <*i < 0, u1_ai —► 0 as u —» oc. This allows us to say
Jg =  0  { (n / i) (1‘ “ ,)/<3}  =  0  { ( n / i ) - 1+1/“ }
if a  > a i and if ß >  c*i is chosen sufficiently close to o^. This result leads to
Q j M *  =  Op {(nh) - '+' l ° } .
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2.5.8 Proof of Theorem  2.3
The expectation of the incidence of the negative regions of /  is given by, 
E { l ( f <  0)} =  P r ( f <  0)
<  exp {—Biuh( \  + x )- “11 (from (2.46) in Theorem 2.1).
Therefore,
E  j j f  / 2/ ( /  <  0 ) j  < Eis J  (1 -f x)~2ai exp {—B 4nh( l  +  x )_Ql} dx
= 0  {(n/i)-2+1/a i} .
Since a i > 1, the right hand side equals o { (nh)~1} so that
J f l ( f < 0 )  = op { ( n h ) - 1} . (2.60)
Using (2.49) from Theorem 2.1, we have
E  [^°° f (x ) \ f {x ) \ I  { /(x )  < 0}] <  Bsinh) - 1 x
j  f (x )  exp j  — i ß 4n/»(l +  x)- “11 max |n A (l  +  x)~a i, (nh)2(l + x)~2ai} dx.
By substituting (1 +  x) = ( j £ 4n/i)1/a iu and f (x )  ~  cix~ai,
Jo /(^)i/(i)i^{/(i) < 0}
~  Bg(nh)~2+l/ax [  i ' “1 exp(—i/"“1) x m ax(v~ai, v~2ai)dv
Jo
=  0 { ( n / i ) " 2+1/ai}
=  o { (n h )-1} . (2.61)
With (2.60) and (2.61) and similiar results over (—oc.0), Theorem 2.3 is proved.
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2.5.9 P roof of Theorem  2.4
We assume that the left tail provides the essential information about 7 and prove 
that as n —► 00,
P  /(* ) /( /(* )  < 0)dx = - / i0' +1 f  GiI(Gi < 0) + op {h°'+l + (nh) - '}  , (2.62)
where G1 = c\ fu<v(v — u)aiK(u)du.
We treat separately two ranges of x :
R\(B)  = jx  : Bh < x < -}  , R 2 (B) = {x : —00 < x < B h } ,
where B is a large but fixed constant. The first range is the "central'7 part of the 
density where we do not anticipate much contribution to 7. The second range con­
tains the “tails7 of the density where negative density estimates are likely to arise. 
Range (l)-.Ri(B)
With Kr(y) defined in theorem 2.1, we may write
/(x ) -  f  (x)I = Ihr { / (r)(x + hy) + / (r)(x -  ta/)} Kr(y)dy
For reasons similar to those that lead to (2.42) in the proof of Theorem 2.1,
I Ef(x)-  f(x)\
< Bihr \ j o {h + x + hy)a' - rdy + J  {h + x -  hy)ai~rdy
< B3hr(x + uniformly in 0 < x < - .
If Bh < x < I and B is sufficiently large,
Ef ( x)  > f ( x ) - \ E f ( x ) - f ( x ) \
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> B mAxax -  B3hr{x +
> BAxaK
For reasons similar to those that gave (2.45) in Theorem 2.1, we have varf (x)  <  
B$(nh)~l xax uniformly in Bh < x < The probability of a negative density estimate 
in R\(B)  is given by
P r { / ( x )  < 0 } =  P r { f ( x ) ~  Ef ( x )  < - E f ( x ) }
=  P r { E f { x ) - } ( x )  > Ef ( x ) }  
- E { f ( x ) } 2
< 2 exp
2 |v a r /(x ) +  \ E /(x )(n /i)-1C2}
(by Bernstein’s inequality)
____~{\b*x°'Y____
2 { ß s(nA)-1a:“‘ + |B 4x“'(nA )-1C2} 
< 2 exp { — (nh)BeX011}
< 2 exp
uniformly in Bh < x <  In the same range,
£ / ( x ) 2 =  varf ( x)  +  E  { / (x ) }
< S 7 {(nA)_ lx“1 + x 2£,1|
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
/ fl^ [ | / ( x ) | / { / (x )< 0 } ]  dx
< J 2 E { / ( x ) 2j 2 Pr { /(x )  < Oj2 dx
<  (B?)5 J  | ( n / i ) “ 2 xai/2 4. x a i J  exp ( - B 6nhxQl/ 2 )  dx. (2.63)
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We evaluate these integrals by
roc l
/  (rc/i) - 2 xai/2 exp ( — Bsnhxai/2) dx
Jo
= ( n h ) ~ i —  f  u2/ai exp ( —B 6nhu2/2) du (u =  x 01^ 2) 
Oil Jo v 1
= (n A )-i^ -r (l/a ! + l/2 )(B 6/2)-<1/°"+5>(nA)-<1/£,'+1/2)
=  O {nA-1 -*1^ 0'1*},
and
f  x ai exp (—B 6nhxQl/2) dx 
Jo
=  [  u e x p ( —Benhu/ 2) ( l / a i ) u( l /ai~l }du
Jo
=  — r(l/Ql +  l) (B6n A /2 ) '(1/Q1+1)
(u =  x a i)
Oil
0{nA-1-<I/oi>}
By substituting (2.64) and (2.65) into (2.63),
J *  f { x ) l { f ( x )  < o} dx =  Op {(n/i)-1-(1/Qfl)}
=  op |( n / i ) _1|  since a i > 1.
(2.64)
(2.65)
( 2 .66)
Range (2):R2(B)
Recall that f ( x )  =  (nh)~l K  {h~l (x — Xj ) } ,  K  vanishes outside (—C\ .C\ )  and 
\K\ <  C2 which implies that,
E f ( x )  < {nh)~l C2nPr{\x  -  X \  < Cl h).
W’ith this inequality we have,
rBh  , A . A . , /■S/i
jf £  [ | / ( x ) | / { / ( x )  < 0 }] dx <  (n h ) - l C2n J Q Pr  (|x -  X\  < Cxh) dx
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< B? J xaidx = 0  (^ /iatl+1) .
If nhai+2 —► 0 as n —> oo, then
Jq E  [|/(x)| I  [ f (x)  < o}] dx = o {(n/i)"1} . (2.67)
Next, assume that (nh)ai+2 is bounded away from zero. In this case, we calculate 7  
as a function of Gi(u) defined at the beginning of the theorem. If v0 is sufficiently 
large then G\(v) > 0 for all v > v0. Choose B > vq . If x = hv, then
E { f ( x ) }  = j VJ ( h v - h y ) K { y ) d y  = h°'Gi {v) + o{h°'),  
var{/(x)} < (nh)~l j  f (hv  -
= 0{n - l ha' - l ) = o(h2a‘).
Hence by Markov’s inequality3 (Ross [21 ,p.243fF]), h~ai f(hv) —► Gi(u) in probability. 
Thus, it is to be expected that
h Gi+i) J f ( x ) I  { /(z) < 0j  dx = h ai J f ( h v ) l { f ( h v ) < o } d v
r B  r 00
-+ G i W i G x i v )  < 0}dv = /  G\(v)I {Gi(v) < 0} dv. (2.68)
J —00 J —00
with convergence in probability. The veracity of this result is readily checked by 
establishing L2 convergence. The result (2.62) follows from (2.66), (2.67) and (2.68), 
and Theorem 2.4 is proved.
3Markov’s inequality : Pr(x > a) < E(x) /a  Va > 0.
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C h a p te r  3
E stim a tio n  of th e  D ensity  and  
M ode of a  C on tinuous-T im e
S ta tio n a ry  S tochastic  P rocess
3.1 In trod u ction
We are motivated to consider kernel density estimation of continuous stationary pro­
cesses by the increasing prevalence of data of this type. Modern data recording 
instruments allow data to be recorded on extremely fine sampling grids so that for 
all intents and purposes the data may be considered continuous. These instruments 
have the capability of amassing large tracts of data and while they provide much in­
formation, they reveal statistical properties that are not apparent in smaller samples. 
Improved statistical techniques are required to fully exploit the information contained 
in such data.
It is to be expected that sample values taken closer together (temporally or spa­
tially) will be more alike than widely separated sample values, and statistical analysis 
needs to account for the correlations amongst the data. We demonstrate the suitabil­
ity of kernel density estimation for the analysis of continuous stationary stochastic 
processes.
A convenient data set which we use as a focus for this chapter is the height of 
a metal surface, measured under powerful magnification. The data were collected 
as continuous traces recorded over line transects where height was measured from 
electrical impulses induced in a fine stylus drawn across the surface. The height above 
a given level may be thought of as the value of a stationary stochastic process X .  Since 
height is recorded over line transects, then for our purpose X  is indexed by a single 
variable, t. representing distance along the transect. Figure 3.1 illustrates typical
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traces of the studentized electrical readings from the height measuring instrument. 
Part (a) depicts a new surface, part (b) depicts a treated (i.e. chrome plated) but still 
new surface and part (c) a worn surface. The skewness of the distribution of surface 
height for a worn surface is clear from this comparison.
Figure 3.1: Line transects of height recordings (Studentised) for new, treated and 
worn surfaces.
(a) new
2.2
length (mm)
(b) treated
2.2
length (mm)
(c) worn
2.2
length (mm)
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\V ith data such as measurements of heights of the metal surface, we must consider 
the competing merits of parametric or nonparametric estimation of the marginal den­
sity. If the assumption of a parametric distribution could be relied upon, parametric 
estimation may be a viable procedure. However, departures in the data away from 
the parametric distribution may be quite subtle and not noticed in large data sets. 
The reliance upon the mathematical properties of an assumed, but not necessarily 
correct, parametric distribution may lead to unsound inference about the data. Fur­
thermore, the estimation of the parameters that describe the dependence is often a 
complex procedure that relies heavily upon the parametric assumptions.
Discrete height measurements for the new surface pass several tests for normal­
ity, providing the sample is not too extensive and the data are gathered at widely 
separated points. Very large data sets can be relatively inexpensive to obtain in this 
problem. Therefore, parametric modelling of the marginal density is a possibility. 
Surface height for the worn surface may be modelled by a chi-squared process, ie by 
a sum of squares of independently and identically distributed Gausssian processes. 
However, the chi-squared model is not readily motivated by physical considerations.'
Thus we are led to consider nonparametric methods for estimating both the 
marginal height density and the modal height.
Kernel estimation of the marginal density is quite flexible and appropriate for 
data such as the metal surface where wearing is gradually inducing skewness into the 
distribution of height measurements. We shall show that under favourable conditions.
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We show tha t the nonparam etric estim ator is at least as efficient as its param etric
counterpart, even when the distribution of the data is given.
nonparametric estimation of the marginal density is as effective as parametric esti­
mation and under general conditions it is still quite satisfactory. Thus we may feel 
quite confident in using nonparametric methods for inference about the data, safe 
in the knowledge that we shall not be tricked by misspecification of the parametric 
distribution.
To demonstrate the worth of kernel density estimators, relative to parametric es­
timators, we develop theory for the case where X(t)  is a Gaussian process over the 
interval (0,T) with covariance function p(t) = cov{X(s),X(s + £)}/TTt might be
thought initially that this situation is relatively uninteresting since the marginal den­
sity of X  depends on only two unknown parameters, the mean and standard deviation, 
and these may be generally estimated at a rate Op( Xj 2), where Xj  = T~l /0T \p(t)\dt. 
For example, the sample mean X  — T~l fj'  X(t)dt,  has this convergence rate. Our 
methods may be readily extended to processes which are functions of Gaussian pro­
cesses, e.g. X  = g(Y),  where Y  is Gaussian and g is a polynomial. We do not have a 
convincing theory for the case where the function g is determined nonparametrically, 
and anyway, the case of a simple Gaussian process X  provides on its own a wealth 
of intricate and fascinating possibilities. Furthermore, one of our major sources of 
real data, the height of the surface of an unworn roller used to mill sheet metal, is 
strikingly close to being Gaussian. For all these reasons we have chosen to study 
the Gaussian process in detail, so as to illustrate the unusual properties that may 
be expected from kernel estimators for other sources of continuous data. We shall 
also investigate the effect of long term correlations which may be evident in large
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continuous samples.
3.2 P rev iou s D ev elo p m en ts  in D en sity  and M ode  
E stim ation  for S tationary  P rocesses
3.2.1 D ensity E stim ation
Whilst there has been considerable work done on nonparametric density estimation 
for discrete samples from a continuous stochastic process, there has been little written 
on estimation when the data are truly continuous. We shall present a brief review 
of some of the previous findings for discrete data so that we can see the effect of the 
extra information that continuous data provides.
Chanda and Ruymgaart [4] present theory for the convergence rates of estimates 
of density and mode when the data are discrete samples of a general linear process 
defined by X{ = YZkL-<x> AkZi-k for i =  1, • • •, n, where the Ak are given d x d matrices 
and the Zj are independent and identically distributed d-dimensional random vectors. 
The authors study the density and mode based on a sample Xi,  • • •, X n from the above 
process. Their approach is a decomposition of Xi into a m-dependent part, X ltTn = 
Efc<|m| AfcZ,_fc, and a remainder, X iym = Efc>|m| AkZ{-k, which is asymptotically (for 
m —► oc) negligible. The degree of dependence is quantified by m = 0 ( n where 
0 < ß < | .  They consider the
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naive estimator given by
f (x)  = (2nh) [ number of X\.  • • •, X n falling in (x -  h.x + h)}
(see Silverman [23, p!2]). For the case of d = 1, with \ f"\ < M  £ (0, oo) ,
n* sup |/(x) — f ( x )I ^4 0 as n —> oo for any 0 < ( < 2(1 — j3)/5
when h is chosen as oc n ^ ^ / 5. The analogue of this result for independent data is 
given by Devroye and Györfi [8, p79] who show that E f  / n(x) ~ /(x) dx decreases 
at the rate n~i  if h oc n " .  Thus we can see how the dependence amongst the data 
can slow the rate of convergence in the discrete case.
Masry [16] established the consistency, asymptotic bias and bound for the covari­
ance of kernel probability density estimators (/) of continuous-time stationary pro­
cesses where the data had been sampled at discrete time instances. Widely spaced 
samples of the process were assumed asymptotically independent and the correla­
tions of near observations were defined in four ways; strong mixing, uniform mixing, 
maximal correlation condition and asymptotically uncorrelated.
The bias of /  is the same as for independent samples (see (1.3)) and does not 
depend upon the covariance of the stochastic process or the number of sampling 
points, other than for the influence of sample size on bandwidth.
The bound on the covariance of /  derived from discrete samples of a continuous­
time process is a function of the covariance of the data and the strength of the 
assumptions regarding the data influences the bound of the covariance of / .  We first 
present the definitions used to describe the dependence amongst the data.
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Let T \  — cr{X(t), a < t < b} be the cr-algebra of events in T  generated by the 
random variables {A'(f), a < t < 6, —oo < a < b < oc}. We denote as
collection of all second-order random variables measurable with respect to T\.  The 
stationary process is strong mixing if for r  > 0,
sup Pr[AB]  —  Pr[A\Pr[B] = a (r) J, 0 as r  —> oo ,
and is uniform mixing if
sup |Pr[5|A] — Pr[i?]| = </>(t) j  0 as r —*■ oo .
Be??, p [a]> o' 1
The terms a(r) and <£(r) are known as the strong mixing and uniform mixing coeffi­
cients respectively. The uniform mixing condition is a stronger assumption about the 
correlation than the strong mixing condition.
The stationary process, X, is asymptotically uncorrelated if for every r  > 0,
cov{Sl(A'T), S2(Ao)} < a(T){£[s?(Xo)]£[g2(Xo)]}1/2
for some function a(r) [ 0 as r  —> oc for all functions g,(x) £ L2[f(x)dx\.
It is assumed that the sampling instants {tk}k=i,N are non-negative real numbers 
such that infjt>i \tk+\ — tk\ = 1/A > 0. Under the assumption of uniform mixing with 
/o°° <t>(TY^2dT < oo, the bound for the covariance of /  is given by
lim sup nh  cov |/(x), /(y)} <
{/(*)<$y,x + 4A\ / f {x) f (y)  0(r)1/2dr} K 2(v)dv , (3.1)
where is the Kronecker delta and K  is the kernel function.
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This expression reduces to the classical asymptotic result for independent data 
when /0°° 6 ( t ) 1/2c1t is asymptotically negligible. The bound on the covariance is pro­
portional to A, reflecting that observations become more dependent as their sampling 
intervals decrease. Under the weaker assumption of strong mixing with <
oc, 0 < q < 1, the convergence rate for the bound is 0{(nhl+q)~1} compared with 
0{(nh)~1} for uniform mixing where more stringent conditions were imposed on the 
mixing coefficient. The effect of the sampling rate, A, is similiar to that in the case 
of uniform mixing. For asymptotically uncorrelated processes, we have
lim sup nh c o v j/(x ) ,/(y ) | <
{ f i x )ty,x + 2A\ Jf (x) f (y)  0 (r)1/2dr} J^  I<2(v)dv . (3.2)
In his paper, Masry compares the performance of discrete-time density estimators 
with continuous-time estimators based on the observations of X  over the interval 
[0,T]. For asymptotically uncorrelated processes he shows that if
r°o
/ | /T(x,y) -  f (x) f (y) \dr < M  < oo
Jo
(3.3)
where / T(x,y) is the bivariate density of x and y that are r  apart, then
2 M
cov{f (x)J(y)} \  < \K iu)\du }'
The convergence rate of this bound is 0(T~1) which is much faster than its discrete 
time analogue (0{(Th)~1}) but requiring condition (3.3) for it to hold and Masry 
demonstrates that this condition does not hold for smooth Gaussian processes.
Castellana and Leadbetter [3] investigate kernel density estimation for continu­
ous processes with discrete and continuous samples. Their density estimators are of
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'smoothing function type’, derived using smoothing functions <5n (for discrete sam­
ples Xi,  • • • , X n) and Sj  (for continuous samples X t , t £  (0, T)). Kernel func­
tions are examples of these smoothing functions with 6n(x) = h~lK(h~lx) and 
ST(x) = h j lK (h j lx) where K  is the kernel function and hn and hj  are the band- 
widths for the discrete and continuous cases respectively. The constraints on Sn and St 
are the same as given for K  in (1.2) and we define the quantities an = f  82(x)dx < oc 
for each n and ctj — f  Sj{x)dx < oo. These terms are required later for discussing the 
convergence rates of the variance of density estimators from discrete and continuous 
samples.
The density estimator based on a discrete sample is
f n{x) = n~l ~ Xi)  ,
t = i
and for a continuous sample it is
T
/ r (x) =  T~l f  ST(x -  X,)dt .
Jo
The variances of these estimators depend on the correlations amongst the data, the 
conditions on the smoothing function‘and the assumptions about the underlying true 
density.
The measure of dependence for the discrete sequence {Xj ,  j  = 1, n} is the depen­
dence index sequence defined by
ßn = sup^ 2  \fi{x i y )  -  f i x ) f { y ) \  ( n >  l )
»=1
where f i(x,y)  is the joint density of X\  and X \ F o r  i.i.d. sequences, ßn = 0 for 
ail n, for sequences with high long range dependence ßn may tend to infinity, and in
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between ßn may converge to a finite limit at various rates. Castellana and Leadbetter 
[3] give two results for the convergence of var(/„). The first, Theorem 3.3, is for the 
situation where the dependence is restricted so that ßn = o(an) as n —> oc. For kernel 
estimators, this condition may be interpreted as requiring that hßn —* 0 as n —*• oo. 
In these circumstances,
(n /a n)var { /n(^)} —► f{x)  as n -> oo . (3.4)
By imposing extra but general conditions on the density and smoothing function, 
a more precise result for the convergence of var (/„) is obtained in their Theorem 
3.5. We restate this theorem now so that we can discuss differences between the 
convergence rates of var ( /)  when the data are sampled discretely and continuously.
Let the density f  have bounded second derivative f" . Let (<5n(x); n > 1} be a 
non-negative 8-sequence with each 8n even, and such that ctn = f  6%(x)dx < oc, 
0Mn = f  x26*(x)dx < oc (where 8mn(x) = ^ ( x ) /a ny) and 0mn~l /|X|>A x28*n(x)dx -> 0 for 
each X > 0. Then
(n/a„)var {/„(x)} =  f (x)  + ) {1 + o(l)} -  a~‘f ‘(x) {1 + o(l)} + 0(3„/a„) ■
(3.5)
Thus we can see that for discrete samples, the variance of the density estimator 
typically is asymptotic to C an/n , where C is a nonzero constant.
For continuous processes (X<, t =  (0,T)), where condition (3.3) could be assumed, 
Castellana and Leadbetter [3] prove (Theorem 5.2) that
^im Tvar |/ r ( x )  j  = 2 ^  | / r (x,x) - / 2(x) j  dr , (3.6)
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so the convergence rate is precisely 0 ( T ~ X). Condition (3.3) allows us to specify the 
local dependence between X t and X t+T as r  —► 0 and this restriction on the local 
dependence of X t and X t+T leads to a Tull rate' l /T  of convergence of the variance 
to zero. This contrasts sharply with the sequence case where the condition r —► 0 
is not a feature. The authors’ intuitive explanation of this phenomenon is that the 
continuous sampling collects a whole continuum of ‘somewhat independent’ random 
variables.
Whilst there is potential for fast (0 (T -1)) convergence rates of var (fx),  this may 
only be realised when the restrictive conditions (3.3) apply. A more general result is 
given by their Theorem 5.4 which provides lower bounds for the convergence rate. To 
obtain this they define the dependence index function to be the function of 0 < 7 < T 
given by
#r(7) = SUP /  I/t(x, y) ~ f ( x ) f ( y )I dr
x ,y  J ' i
where f T(x,y) is the joint density of Xo and X T. This dependence index function is 
assumed finite for all 0 < 7 < T . Theorem 5.4 states that if {7 7 ; T > 0} are positive 
constants such that 77 —> 0 as T  —> 00 , and if
I t 1 ß r M  = o(aT) as T -+ oc ,
then
lim supT7 7 1a j 1var {/r(x)} < 2f (x)  .
T —00
Thus for cases where local dependence is greater than required in their Theorem 5.2, 
the convergence rate is slower than T -1 but not as slow as a j /T ,  which would be the
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discrete-time analogue.
The consistency of of kernel density estimators for a continuous parameter and 
stationary process was also proved by Delecroix [7].
3.2.2 M ode Estim ation
The problem of estimation of the mode of independent data via kernel density esti­
mators has been addressed by Parzen [17], Eddy [9, 10] and Romano [19]. With the 
sample mode, 9, defined as the location such that f(9) = maxx /(x ), Parzen proved 
that 0 is a consistent estimator of the population mode, 9, and that the sample mode 
is asymptotically normal with a variance that depends upon /"(#). Eddy [9] proved 
that the same result holds when less stringent assumptions are imposed on the kernel 
than those assumed by Parzen. For second order kernels, the asymptotic bias of 9 
depends on /"'(#).
Eddy [9] showed that with second order kernels, E(9 — 9)2 is minimised by choosing 
hn oc n-1/7 whereas the fixed bandwidth rule for density estimation based on the 
mean integrated squared error gives h oc n~1^ 5. Romano expanded this subject by 
emphasizing that the mode is precisely a location where choice of bandwidth is most 
sensitive and that estimation of it, using kernel density estimators, should be by 
a data dependent, random bandwidth. The choice of a bandwidth proportional to 
n-1/7, results in 9, converging to 9 at a rate of (nh3)1//2 which is a  n2/'; that is 9 is 
an n2/,‘-consistent estimator of 9.
We would not expect these results to flow through exactly for the situation where
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the data are continuous yet they give a guide for bandwidth selection and subsequent 
estimation for the mode of continuous data. Since the squared error properties of the 
mode are related to f"(9) and /'"(0), we should look to these functions for determining 
a bandwidth rule for mode estimation. With densities such as we are studying, the 
existence of f ”(0) and /"'(0) is guaranteed and the theory that we develop for f t )  
gives us a foundation for mode estimation. Analogous results are of course true for 
density estimators based on kernels of higher orders, and in fact the estimators that 
we use are of this form.
Chanda and Ruymgaart [4] prove that for a general linear process, described in 
the previous sub-section, n ^ 2(0 — 0) 0 as n —► oc, for any 0 < £ < 2(1 — /?)/5, but
this is so when h oc (Recall that 0 < ß < |.)  They use the same bandwidth
that is required for optimal convergence of the density estimate, rather than using a 
wider bandwidth as suggested in the case of independent data. We can take these 
results as a guide to consistency but we are unaware of theory for the convergence 
rates of the kernel estimator of the mode of continuous dependent data.
3.3 E stim a tio n  of th e  M arginal D ensity  and  its 
D erivatives of a C ontinuous-T im e P rocess
In this section, we describe kernel estimation of the marginal density for a continuous­
time process, concentrating on Gaussian processes. The L2 convergence of / ^  to 
/ will depend upon the bias and variance of / ^  and we provide theory for these
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components. Before building our theory about the density estimators, we establish 
the Gaussian process to which out theory applies.
3.3.1 The Covariance Function of a Gaussian Process
Let X t, t > 0, denote a Gaussian process observed on the interval (0, T).  We suppose 
that the covariance function, p(r) =  cov{X 3, X 3+T}, behaves like
p(r) =  p{0) -  (c i|r |)a +  o(|r|a) as r -> 0 , (3.7)
and like
p(r) ~  (c2|'r|)-/3 as r —> oo , (3.8)
where c t. ß  > 0 and Cj,C2 > 0. The constants C\ and C2 are scaling constants to 
account for the units of measurement of t. Necessarily, 0 < oc <  2 and the relationship 
(3.7) describes the short term dependence amongst the data. The relationship (3.8) 
represents long term dependence if ß  ^ 1, since f£° \p{r)\dt =  oo. For ß >  1, the 
integral will be finite and relation (3.8) will have relatively little impact.
In Figure 3.2, we illustrate with simulated data how roughness of the data influ­
ences the short term covariance function. The simulation details are described later 
and this example uses relationships like (3.7), a = 0.6,1,1.95, and (3.8), 3 — 1, in 
the proportions of 0.9 and 0.1 respectively. The scaling constants Ci,C2 are 1 and the 
plots here are sections from surfaces with E ( X t ) — 0, var(Xt) =  1 and T — 400.
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Figure 3.2: Short term dependencies and simulated Gaussian processes.
1.0. 3 = 1
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Simulated surface.
Simulated surface.
t
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3.3.2 K ernel Estim ators for Continuous-Tim e D ata
A kernel estimator of the marginal density of X t. f(x)  . is given by
/ ( X) = ( T h y 1 JgT{K(x -  (3.9)
where h denotes the smoothing parameter (bandwidth) and the kernel function K 
is symmetric and of order at least r > 1 (see (1.2)). If K  has j  derivatives, the j th 
derivative of /  may be estimated by the j  th derivative of / ,
/ w (x) = (Thj+1)~l f T K&{(x -  X,)/h}dt  . (3.10)
JO
Consistency demands that h —► 0 as T  —> oo but it is not essential that Th —► oo 
as T —^ oo . For the analogue of this latter condition with discrete data of sample 
size n, n/i —► oc as n —► oo is a necessary constraint.
We give an example in Figure 3.3 of an estimate of a density and its first derivative, 
derived from a simulated Gaussian process. The data, Xt, t G (0,400), were simulated 
so that E( X t) = 0, var(Xt) = 1, with covariance function p(r) = exp(—r) and 
the bandwidths for estimating the density and first derivative were 0.27 and 0.36 
respectively. The solid lines represent f (x)  and f ' (x) and the dotted lines represent 
f (x)  and f \ x ) .
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Figure 3.3: Examples of / ( i)  and /'(x ) for simulated continuous-time Gaussian data.
f i x ) f ' (x)
3.3.3 The Bias of /W
The expected value and bias of /*■’* may be deduced by traditional arguments for 
kernel type estimators. From (3.10) we have,
E { f U)(x)} = (T h * 1)-1 S i  * « { (*  -
= (Thi+1)~1h f l  { /+ “  K^ { u ) f ( x  -  hu)du} dt . (3.11)
Evaluating the inner integral by parts once gives,
h~> { K ^ - l\ u ) f \ x  -  /tu)}*“  -  /+ “  if*J~1)(u ) / '(x -  
= h~i+1 /+ ~  Ar(/-x>(u)/'(x -  .
After integrating by parts j  times and integrating with respect f, we have
e+oO
E{f (J\ x ) }  = j  K { u ) f ^ \ x  — hu)du .
7 — 00
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By expanding / (j)(x -  hu) in a Taylor series about / (j)(x) and using the properties 
of K (see (1.2)), a simple, approximate expression for the bias is given by
bias { /« (* )}  = ( - l ) r/ i7  U+r1( + . (3.12)
The bias formula does not involve the dependence amongst the data and is of the 
same form as for a kernel density estimator for discrete data.
3.3 .4  T h e V ariance o f fW
The dependence amongst the data has substantial influence on the variance of the 
kernel estimator, with results quite different from those in discrete data cases. An 
unexpected result is the way in which the convergence rate depends on the fractal 
dimension of the continuous-time process, X t. For Gaussian processes such as we have 
described, the fractal dimension is given by D = 2 — \a  (a is the parameter shown in 
(3.7)); see Adler [1, Chapter 8]. The rate of convergence of var(/)  will be faster for 
rough sample paths of the stochastic process (corresponding to a being ‘small’) than 
for smooth sample paths where a  may be close to 2. Paths that are rough have less 
correlation than smooth paths and there is more information in the measurement of 
X t, leading to a faster rate of convergence of the variance of f ^ \
The expression for the variance of is complex, involving a triple integral, 
but we can reduce this analytically using asymptotic expressions for the covariance 
function and leading to expressions for the asymptotic variance of
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3.3 .5  A sy m p to tic  V ariance o f  for G aussian  P ro cesses
There are separate components to the variance of due to the short term and 
long term dependence amongst the data. Within each of these components, we can 
identify contributions which are
(i) functions of the underlying true marginal density and
(ii) functions of the bandwidth and length of the stochastic process.
The “roughness” of the surface influences the short term and long term covariances 
and the type of the function for each of the four components of the asymptotic 
variance of f W  changes depending upon the covariance function (or the “roughness”) 
of the stochastic process. When we develop theory for this, we find that there are 
critical values for the parameters a  and ß of the covariance function. These are 
stated here and the reasons for these critical values are made apparent during the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. For consideration of the effect of short term dependency, the 
nature of the functions depends on whether a is less than, equal to, or greater than 
(j + I )”1. The function for the long term component will depend whether 0 < ß < 1 
or ß = 1. To illustrate this, we briefly describe some results now, with a more detailed 
explanation of these results to be given later.
If a < (j  + | ) _1, then one contribution to v a r( /^ )  is of size T~l . When a = {j T 
| ) _1, this changes to T~l \ log h\. and when a > (j + | ) _1 it becomes j - 1/l(2/aM 2-'+1). 
If ß < 1, there is an additional contribution of T~3. which changes to T~l log T if
ß = l •
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To appreciate the importance of these results, let us assume for the sake of sim­
plicity that there is effectively no long term dependence (i.e. ß > 1) and so the 
asymptotic variance of / ^  does not depend upon ß. For the sake of simplicity we 
consider here the standard case where the kernel is second order, r = 2. The mean 
integrated squared error is the sum of integrated squared bias and integrated variance 
which can be written as
M I S E { f ^ \ x ) }  as h W Y  j  f ^+2\ x ) 2dx + J var { f ^ \ x ) } d x  .
When a < the variance and squared bias are of sizes T~l and h4 respectively.
Therefore, bias may rendered negligible by choosing h = o(T~1/,4)? to give an Ll 
convergence rate for /C) of Op(T~1^ 2). The choice of bandwidth is of relatively little 
importance. However, if a > (j  + ^)-1 then the convergence rate is necessarily 
slower than Op(T~1^ 2) and depends on the choice of bandwidth. For example, if 
a > (j  + | ) _1 then the optimal bandwidth is of size j ’- 1/(2j+i+4-2/a) aQj  produces 
an Ll convergence rate of j ’-1/0+1/2+2- 1/‘*)i We see from the argument above that, 
apart from the point a  = (j + | ) _1 where a discontinuity occurs, convergence results 
are generally slower for larger values of a  which correspond to smoother processes 
X.  Convergence rates are also slower for smaller values of ß < 1, representing longer 
ranges of dependence.
A formal statement of our results concerning the variance of is now provided. 
The theoretical results that describe how the "roughness" of the Gaussian process 
influences the rate of convergence of to are stated and the proof of the
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main theorem is deferred until Section 3.6. We take X  to be a Gaussian process 
over the interval (0 , T) and for simplicity we consider the case where E(X)  = 0 and 
var(X) = 1. We are interested in estimating / L) and so we require appropriate 
regularity conditions such that the ;th  derivative is estimable.
Let k denote the Fourier transform of the kernel function K ,
r+oo .
k(u) = / etuvK(v)dv . (3.13)
This term is not scaled by (27t)- 1/2 but the scale factor will be absorbed into other 
terms. We assume that K  is symmetric and that for some 77 > 0,
J  ( 1  + \ u \ 2j + 1+ T , ) K , ( u ) 2 d u  < 0 0  . (3-14)
This condition ensures that is well defined and continuous.
We assume that the covariance function, p(r), satisfies the following conditions :
as r j, 0 , either { 1  — /9( r ) } _1 = 0 ( r _a) for 0  < a  < (j + -^)- 1
or {1 -  p(r)} ~  (cir)a for (j + i ) - 1  < a < 2, Ci > 0 (3.15)
and
as r  0 0 , either /  \p(r) \dT < oc ,
or p(r) ~  (c2t ) _/3 for some 0 < ß < 1, C2 > 0 . (3.16)
The contributions to the asymptotic variance of f w  due to short term dependence 
are designated A j ( x )  which is a function of the true underlying marginal density, and 
6 which is a function of the bandwidth, h, and length of the stochastic process, T. 
Similiar terms arising from long term dependence are designated Bj(x) and e. We
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define f T to be the bivariate Normal density when both marginal densities are standard 
Normal and the correlation coefficient equals p(r). The forms of the components of 
the variance of / ^  are given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Table 3.1: Asymptotic variance components of / ^  due to short ;erm dependence.
Conditions on a  and p Aj{x) 6
0 < a  <  O' +  §)_1, /  Ip I < OO 2 i r  {& •» (* , (Cl T ) - '
0 < a < (j  +  | ) -1 , / 1^ | =  co 0
a = {j + | ) _1 7T_1 [/o°° e x p { - (c ir )a}dr] f {x ) (ClT ) - l |logA|
0  +  I ) ’ 1 < «  < 2 7r_1 (/o° e x p { -(C jr)<*}*] f ( x )  
x { / ”  u ^ - ' ^ K i
(ci T ) - ‘ x
ft2/a-2(j+l/2)
Table 3.2: Asymptotic variance components of due to ong term  dependence.
Conditions on ß  and p Bj (x ) e
f  \p\ = oo ,0 < ß  < 1 
f \p \  = o c , ß  = l 
S\p\ < oo , ß  > 1
2/<J') ( i )2
WT*
(c2T)-M og(c2T)
0
T h eo rem  3.1 Let X  be a stationary Gaussian process satisfying (3.15) and (3.16) 
and assume that h =  h(T)  —► 0 as T —► oo. Then
var | / ^ ( x ) } =  Aj(x)6 + Bj(x)e -f o(6 + c) as T —> oc , (3-17)
where Aj(x), Bfix),  6 and e are the variance components defined in Tables 3.1 and 
3.2.
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Results that arise from this theorem shed light on how the dependence amongst 
the data of the stochastic process influence the rate at which We discuss
these results now by considering how different situations of short and long range 
dependence affect the asymptotic variance of through the variance components 
listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
I. The quantity Aj  (= T~l /0T |p(r)|dr) converges to zero at precisely the rate 
T~l + e which can be demonstrated with an example. The covariance function p(r) 
may be thought of as including separate components that describe the short term 
and long term dependence. Suppose that the short term dependence is modelled by
Ps{t ) = exp( —t“), 0 <  a < 2
and the long term dependence by
p i ( r )  = (1 + r 2)_/3/2, 0 < ß  < 1 .
A covariance function which is a combination of pa(r) and p i ( r )  such as,
P { r ) =  P * ( T ) +  P i ( T ) »
exhibits the asymptotic conditions (3.15) and (3.16) (with c\ =  — 1) that we
require for p(r).
For this example,
At = T~l f  \p*(r) + pi{r)\dT 
J o
<  T ~ l ^ J Q \P*(T ) \ dT  +  J 0 \ P i ( T ) \ d T ^j  •
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We evaluate the contribution from the short term component by
T~ i
rT  rco
= T~l / exp(—Tc,)dr < T~l / exp(—r a)ch 
Jo Jo
= 0(T~l )
since the integral over the range (0, oc) is a constant. The contribution from the long 
term component is
T~l J  \pi[r)\dr < T~l J (1 +  T2)~3 2^dr + T~l r~3dr
0(T~3) if 0 < ß < 1
o ( r - x) +
O(T-MogT) if /? = 1
= 0{T~l) + 0{e) .
Therefore = 0{T~l + e) in this case.
We now establish conditions for which var j  = O(Aj) when the parameters
are from the categories represented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The functions Aj (x)  and 
Bj(x)  are evaluated at fixed x.
(a) When 0 < a < (j + | ) _1 and either 0 < / ? < l o r / 3  = l,
var j  = A j (x ) T~ l + Bj(x)e  + o(<$ + e)
< max {Aj(x), Bj(x)}  (T ~ l + e) + o(6 + e)
= 0{T~l + e) .
In this case the variance does not depend upon bandwidth and the same result 
applies whether 0 < ß < l  or ß = l  and t is either T~3 or T~l log T depending 
on the value of /?, see Table 3.2.
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(b) (i) When a  =  (; +  | ) -1 and 0 < ß < 1,
var { / (j)(x)} =  A; ( x ) r _1|log/i| +  Bj(x)T~3 +  o(6 +  c) .
The components due to short term  and long dependence have the same 
orders of m agnitude if h~l =  0{exp(CTl~ß)}, where C > 0 is a constant. 
Then,
var { /« » (i)}  =  0 ( T ~ B) = 0(e) .
(ii) When a  =  (j +  | ) _1 and ß  =  1,
var { /« ( * ) }  =  log ft| + l o g  T + o(Ä +  e)
=  0 ( T - 1log r )  if A"1 =  0 (T C‘ ) (Or > 0)
=  0( e ) .
(c) When (j +  | ) -1 < a < 2 and 0 < ß  < 1,
var { /W (x)}  =  Aj(x)T -1A2/°-<2-’+1> +  Bj(x)T~ß +  +  e)
=  0(T~°)  if h~l = U -W W + M 2/“)})
= <>(«)•
We summarize these statem ents with the following remark. The quantity \  j  converges 
to zero at precisely the rate T~l + e, where e is the variance component due to long 
dependence given in Table 3.2. Therefore var { /^ ( x ) }  =  0 (A j) if and only if one or 
other of the following holds:
(a) 0 < a  < (j +  \ )~ l ;
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(b) a  =  (; +  | )  1 and
(i) either 0 < ß < 1 and h 1 =  0 { e x p ( CTl~3)} for C > 0
(ii) or ß  =  1 and h~l =  0 ( T Cl) for C\ > 0 ;
(c) (j  +  | ) -1 < a < 2 ,  0 < ß < 1  and h~l =  0{T^1_^^ 2^-7+1_2//q'^ }.
II. The bandwidth, h, has no effect on e, nor on 6 when a < (j +  | ) _1. It only 
influences the asymptotic variance of through <$, when a > (j +  | ) _1. The
situation when a  < (j +  | ) _1 gives a result for the first-order asymptotic variance of 
f ^ \ x )  which is in striking contrast to the result for a kernel estimator for discrete 
data, in that the asymptotic variance of the estimator derived from continuous data 
does not depend on /i, whereas its counterpart for discrete data does. The results 
proved by Masry [16] and presented as equations (3.1) and (3.2) show this latter 
result.
From equation (3.12) we see that the squared bias of f ^ ( x )  is 0( h2r) and in 
practice, the kernel function, K , will always be of order r > 2. If a < (j  +  | ) _1, the 
asymptotic variance of f ^ { x )  is 0( T~l -f e) and the orders of magnitude of the mean 
squared error (MSE) are given by
M SE{/V>(x)} =  CHJ-1 +  £) + 0(h2r) .
If h is chosen so that it is o(T“1//4), squared bias is o(T-r//2) and so for r > 2, squared 
bias is of smaller order of magnitude than the variance and the value of h has no 
effect on the first-order asymptotic properties of M S E {/^ (x )E
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When a < 2, either 0 < ß < l o i ß = l  and h = o ( r_1/4). the convergence rate 
of /  = / is identical to that of the parametric estimator under the Normal model. 
For a Normal distribution, the mean (/i) and standard deviation (a ) may generally be 
estimated at a rate of Op(Xj ) and so the parametric estimator, /(x; x, s), converges 
to /(x; /i,cr) at a rate Op(A j2). For the nonparametric estimator with h = o(T"1//4), 
the bias contribution is of smaller order of magnitude than the variance and the rate 
of convergence of /  to /  is determined by the variance. We previously showed that 
for a  < 2, var{/} = O(Ar). Therefore,
£ { ( / - / ) 2} = O(At ) ,
[E { (/ -  / ) 2}]2 = 0 ( \ t 2) and
/  —> /  at rate Op(A j2).
III. When a  > (j + | ) -1, inconsistency can result if h is chosen too small. In this 
instance,
var{/(x)} = Aj(x)T -1/i2/o,- 2^ +1/2) + ^ (x)e  + o(S + e) .
Then /(x) —> /(x ) in mean square if and only if /i —► 0 and r / i2;+1-2//c* —> cc as 
T —► oo.
IV. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, formula (3.17) admits the obvious ex­
tension to the integral of the variance,
J var { / (j)(x)} = S J Aj(x) -F e J  Bj(x) + o(8 + e) as T —► cc .
Variants of the results can be proved for a variety of stochastic processes related 
to Gaussian processes. Examples include sums of powers of Gaussian processes and
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log-Gaussian processes. In the first of these cases, the pertinent values of a and ß 
are respectively the maximum and minimum of those quantities for the component 
Gaussian processes.
We give a result for stationary Gaussian processes, X , where the local dependence 
of X 3 and X t is sufficiently restricted when s ^  t, and for such Gaussian processes, 
the convergence rate of the variance of f t )  is precisely 0(T~l ). For the purpose of 
stating this result, let f T denote the joint bivariate Normal density of X% and X t+T, 
and let ißT be the corresponding characteristic function. Let iß be the characteristic 
function corresponding to the marginal Normal density /  and assume that / T, /  are 
continuous at (x,x), x respectively. We assume that either
r+oo r+oo r+co
/  /  /  \0i02\J \ißr{0i,02) -  iß(0i)iß(0i)\dTd9id9:
J — oo J — oo J 0
< oo (3.18)
or that
f  (sup |/r(u, u) -  / ( u ) / ( u ) | l  dr <  oo . (3.19)
J o  ( u,v J
Theorem 3.2 Let X  be a stationary Gaussian process satisfying (3.18) or (3.19). 
Then
var{fW(x )} = 2T~l/°° {/<">(i) -  /<-'>(x)2} dr + o(T-1) .
Masry [16] explains that for a Gaussian process with p(r) = 1 — MQ +o(|r |a) as r  [ 
0, condition (3.19) can only be obtained if 0 < a < 2. We elaborate this point by the 
example of a Gaussian process with
/ T(u,u) = (2tt) l {l -  p{r)2} 2 exp ~ ^ { l ~ p ( T)2} l {u2 + v2 -2uvp(r)}  .
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Condition (3.19) requires that f T(u,v) be integrable in r  over [0, v] for some u > 0, 
or that
JQ { l ~ P(TY]  1/2 dr < oo .
After substituting for p(r), we would need that
f  T-a/2( 2 -  r “) -1/2dr < co ,
Jo
and this does hold for 0 < a < 2 but cannot hold for a  = 2. Thus in the Gaussian 
case, Theorem 3.2 would not hold for smooth processes where closely spaced samples 
are highly correlated.
Conditions (3.18) and (3.19) restrict the class of Gaussian 
processes to those where the the covariance function decays sufficiently fast so that 
there is no effect of long term dependence on the variance of the estimator.
This theorem is quite like Theorem 5.2 of Castellana and Leadbetter [3] but goes 
further in that it also applies to estimators of the derivatives of the density. Theorem 
3.2 is stated for Gaussian processes but the same rate of convergence is possible for 
other stationary stochastic processes where the above conditions on the density and 
local dependence also apply.
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3.4 S im ulation  S tudy  of K erne l D ensity  E stim a­
to rs  o f a  G aussian  P rocess
The aim of this study is to investigate how the accuracy of the estimators is influenced 
by the degree of roughness of the Gaussian process and numerically elucidate the 
asymptotic theory. The simulation study encompasses a wide range of situations 
where the parameters of the covariance function, a  and /?, are chosen to represent 
situations that give rise to the different forms of the variances of the estimators given 
in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. We restrict the study to processes X  where E { X )  =  0 and 
var(X) =  1 so that we can focus on the effect of parameters a and ß .
We develop rules for choosing bandwidths that are satisfactory for estimating the 
density, the first and second derivatives of the density and the mode and then compare 
the sample variances and squared errors of the kernel estimators with the asymptotic 
variances and squared errors established in Theorem 3.1 and the expression for bias 
given by (3.12).
3.4.1 G enerating the D ata for a Gaussian Process
We generate data with a covariance function
p ( r )  =  b3p a{ r )  +  b i p i ( r ) ,  where (3.20)
p 3( r )  =  exp{ — (cit)®}, representing the short term dependence and (3.21) 
p i [ r )  =  {1 +  (c2t)2} -/3/2, representing the long term dependence. (3.22)
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This discreteness will not invalidate our simulations. In practice, all measurements 
are discrete if the measurement scale is fine enough and the measurement instrum ent 
for the surface roughness data also records the data as discrete entries on a fine 
sampling grid. In our simulations^ we do not pick up extra noise from a sampling 
process and the points are so close so as to define a dependence structure th a t is 
consistent with that of a continuous process.
The constants bi (6/ = 1 — b3) give the proportions of short and long term de­
pendence in the covariance function and ci, c2 have been described before as scaling 
constants to account for the units of measurement of t. We set C\ = c2 = 1 for the 
purposes of these simulations but in practice, the scale on which short term depen­
dence is measured may be quite different to that of long term dependence. In that 
case ci c2.
Whilst we cannot simulate data that are entirely continuous, we can simulate 
discrete data on a fine grid with the appropriate covariances that will reflect the 
properties of continuous data. To do this, we construct a variance-covariance matrix 
A of dimension d where the diagonal elements are 1 (or p(0)) and the elements of the 
j th super and sub diagonals are p(r;+1) where {rj}J=i)£f are values from the fine grid
of points on the interval (0, T).
------------- ->
The computer had 16 megabytes of memory and this limited the dimensions of A 
to (1200,1200). With the grid of r  values at intervals of |  and with Ci = c2 = 1, we 
are able to consider stochastic processes up to lengths T = 400 on an arbitrary scale. 
Thus for given values of 6S, 6/, a and ß, we derive p(r) for r  = 0, 0.33, 0.67, .. .400; 
that is, d = 1201.
In Section 3.5, we describe the analysis of the heights of surfaces where 1150 
readings were recorded over a length of 4mm and so the sample sizes in our simulations 
are commensurate with those used in practice and we have merely changed our units 
of measurement with the constants ci,c2.
We define Z to be a vector of length d of independent normal random variables
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with E(Z)  = 0 and var(Z) = a2 that is generated by standard simulation techniques. 
The stochastic process with covariance function cr2p can be generated by X  = L'Z 
where is L such that L'L = A and is calculated by the Cholesky decomposition of A. 
This may be verified by considering the expected value and variance of X  :
E(X)  = E(L'Z)  = L'E(Z) = 0 
cov(X) =  E(L'ZZ'L) = I! E(ZZ') L = a2L'L = a2A ,
which is the required Gaussian process.
By choosing different values of the parameters a and ß we can generate a wide 
range of stochastic processes representing varying degrees of roughness. Variance 
functions with values of a = 0.6, 1.0,1.95 and ß = 0.6,0.8,1.0 provide examples of
the different situations for the variance of estimators of the marginal density and its 
derivatives. Ideally we would also like to simulate data from a covariance function 
with a = 2 but the numerical rounding by the computer often gives A as not positive 
definite. The choice of a =  1.95 leads to data that are smooth enough to approximate 
the case when ct = 2 and allow comparison of the convergence rates of f  for most of 
the range of possible values of a.
We consider combinations of short term and long term dependence where the 
proportions of short term to long term are (1,0), (0.9,0.1), (0.8,0.2).
Shorter versions of X t are obtained by first generating X t, t € (0,400), and then 
selecting a subsequence of points from these data such as the data over the interval 
(0,200). From the simulated data, we estimate the marginal density f { x ) 1 its first
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derivative, f ' ( x ) ,  and its second derivative /"(x), at each point x  from a grid of 201 
equally spaced values from the interval (—3.5cr, 3.5<r).
3.4.2 Choosing the B andw idth
One of our aims in this study is to derive rules that give satisfactory bandwidths 
to estimate the density, its derivative and the mode by kernel methods. For the 
kernel density estimator defined at (3.10), we use the standard normal density kernel, 
K(u)  = (2 7r)~2 e_ 2 u ? which is a second order kernel function that is smooth enough 
to enable us to construct any
The mean squared error, E { f ^ \ x )  — /^ (x )} 2, is an expression of the average 
closeness of f w  to / w  and an appropriate bandwidth is one such that the mean 
squared error is close to its minimum value.
The curvature of the density will be influential in mode estimation and f "  conveys 
a measure of curvature. The estimate of the mode can be determined as 9 such that 
f"(9) = minr /"(x) and the bandwidth for mode estimation will be the h such that 
E{f"(0) — f " { 0 ) Y  is minimised.
Monte-Carlo methods provide means of determining appropriate bandwidths and 
our procedure is as follows.
(i) We define a grid of candidate values for h ranging from h = 0.1 to h = 0.6 .
(ii) We simulate a Gaussian process of length 400 with fixed c,, a and ß .
(iii) For subsamples of lengths T  = 100,200,300,400 we calculate f ( x ), f ' (x)  and
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f"{x) with h = 0.1 and then repeat the estimation for each of these subsets of 
data using the other values of h from the grid.
(iv) We estimate the mode, 9, from f"(x)  and hence f"{9).
(v) As / ,  f  and /"  are known, it is possible to calculate the integrated squared 
error (ISE),
I SE,  = J  {/<'>(*) -  f b \ x ) } 2dx , j  = 0,1,2 ,
and note for which value of h the ISE was least. We also calculate the squared 
error of /"  at the sample mode and record the grid value of h where that squared 
error was least.
(vi) Steps (iii), (iv) and (v) are repeated for one hundred independent simulated 
data sets and the frequency table for the optimum h is constructed.
(vii) The mean value of h from the frequency table (^min) is taken as the best for the 
estimator of marginal density (or its derivatives) for that Gaussian process.
For a given set of parameters ct, a  and /?, we have a profile of how the value 
of T influences the choice of h. An example of results from one set of Monte-Carlo 
simulations with a = 0.6, ß = 1, bs = 0.9 is presented in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Frequencies of h values that are optimal for simulated data.
To minimise ISE of / To minimise ISE of / '
h 100
T
200 300 400 100
T
200 300 400
0.2 4 13 26 38 0 0 0 0
0.3 39 53 54 45 0 2 13 32
0.4 38 22 14 17 35 67 72 60
0.5 15 11 6 0 54 29 14 8
0.6 4 1 0 0 11 2 1 0
■^min 0.38 0.33 0.30 0.28 0.48 0.43 0.40 0.38
A plot of log(^min) against log(T) and the least squares fits for the above data 
are shown in Figure 3.4 and reveals a linear relationship between the log of optimal 
bandwidth and logT for the estimators / ,
Figure 3.4: Log-linear relationship between optimal bandwidth and sample size.
- 0.6 ■
slope= -0.17
-o ......
- 0.8 ■
.......G.........
slope= -0.22 .......G -
- 1.0 ■
- 1.2 ■
The linear relationship was confirmed in the Monte-Carlo simulations of a diverse
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set of Gaussian processes, including those where var(X) = <r2, a2 ^  1. If we propose 
a rule that h = crDT~p, where D is a constant, then the slope from least squares fits 
such as done in Figure 3.4 provides an estimate of p and an estimate of D can be 
obtained by D = exp{intercept — log(cr)}.
The MSE is often minimized when h is chosen such that the squared bias and 
variance are of the same order and in this regard, we consider our rules for bandwidth 
selection.
For / ,  M S E ( f )  «  0{(ciT)-1} + 0(h4) and the choice of h = DT ~ 25 makes the 
squared bias and variance terms approximately equal.
We consider the three situations for a that occur with If 0 < a < | ,  we 
have the same result as above that h = DT ~2:> would be appropriate. For a — | ,  
MSE( f ' )  = 0{(ciT)~l I log h\} + 0(h4) and squared bias will be of the same order of 
magnitude as variance if h «  (c1T)-0-25{log(c1T)}"‘25. When |  < a < 2, MSE(f ' )  = 
0{(ciT)~lh(2/a)~3} + 0(h4), suggesting that h be chosen as D\T~l^ 7~2^ a\  or in the 
range Z}*T- -17 to D ^T- ’15, with DJ, Df  being constants.
For bandwidth choice for /" , consider the situation when 0.4 < a < 2 , MSE(f ")  = 
0{(ciT)2//a,-0}+0(/i4) and an appropriate bandwidth would be given by h = D2 T~0 U 
(D2 a constant).
The optimum bandwidth for mode estimation is that which minimises the squared 
error of the second derivative at the sample mode. We do not present any theoretical 
results for this but our simulations suggest that this bandwidth should be wider than 
the bandwidth for estimating the density or first derivative but narrower than that
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for the second derivative.
Our results from the simulations to estimate bandwidth, given in Tables 3.4 and 
3.5, pages 103, 104, are consistent with the above principles. We propose that for the 
estimator / ,  we use ho = 1.2<j T "‘25; for / ' ,  hi = crT-17; for /" , h2 = crT~A2\ and for 
the mode h3 = O.lcrT- '09. For estimation of / '  when a < |  and f  when a < | ,  our 
bandwidth rule will produce a bandwidth that is slightly wider than the optimum 
bandwidth but there is little loss of precision in these instances.
In Table 3.6 on page 105, the optimal bandwidths from our simulations are listed 
and we can see that the rules are good approximations in most cases.
We do not take a fixed position on the use of these rules in that we may prefer 
to take h = o(T~*) as suggested in Section 3.3.5. Then the error in estimating the 
density can be ascribed to the variance of / ,  the bias being negligible (even though the 
ISE is not minimum). However our rules will be useful when analysing data where a 
is unknown and the nature of the variance function for f '  and f "  cannot be specified.
By taking h = o(T_4), we get that /  —> /  at the same rate as the parametric 
estimator. Yet the choice of h = 0 ( T~ *), where squared bias and variance are of 
equal orders of magnitude, leads to a smaller ISE and bandwidths based on this 
rule may provide even faster convergence than the parametric estimator. This is not 
surprising since kernel density estimators use all the information coded in the data 
whereas parametric estimators are approximations based on the first two moments.
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Table 3.4: Least squares fits of the linear relationship between log(T) and log^min) 
for different proportions of short and long term  dependence.
The constant D equals expjintercept — log(cr)} 
and p is the slope of the line such that h =  aDTp . 
The proportion of short term  dependence is bs.
/ y
b3 ß a D P R2 D p R 2
0.8 0.6 0.6 1.14 -0.22 0.99 1.0 -0.16 0.99
0.67 1.17 -0.23 0.98 1.02 -0.16 0.99
1.0 1.09 -0.21 1.0 1.03 -0.16 1.00
1.95 1.11 -0.20 1.0 1.01 -0.14 0.99
0.8 0.8 0.6 1.20 -0.24 0.95 1.02 -0.17 0.98
0.67 1.17 -0.24 0.97 1.03 -0.17 0.98
1.0 1.02 -0.21 0.99 0.97 -0.15 0.96
1.95 0.99 -0.19 0.99 0.96 -0.14 0.99
0.8 1.0 0.6 1.19 -0.24 0.99 1.05 -0.17 0.99
0.67 1.22 -0.25 0.99 1.06 -0.17 0.99
1.0 1.07 -0.23 0.98 1.03 -0.17 0.99
1.95 0.98 -0.19 0.99 0.98 -0.14 0.99
0.9 0.6 0.6 1.17 -0.24 0.99 1.01 -0.16 0.99
0.67 1.17 -0.24 0.98 1.02 -0.17 0.99
1.0 1.12 -0.23 1.0 1.06 -0.17 1.0
1.95 1.10 -0.21 0.99 1.06 -0.16 0.98
0.9 0.8 0.6 1.18 -0.24 0.98 1.02 -0.17 0.99
0.67 1.19 -0.25 0.99 1.10 -0.18 0.99
1.0 1.11 -0.23 0.99 1.10 -0.18 1.0
1.95 1.16 -0.23 0.99 1.08 -0.16 0.99
0.9 1.0 0.6 1.19 -0.25 0.99 1.05 -0.17 0.98
0.67 1.21 -0.25 0.99 1.11 -0.19 0.99
1.0 1.11 -0.23 0.99 1.12 -0.19 1.0
1.95 1.17 -0.23 0.99 1.10 -0.17 0.99
1.0 0.6 1.15 -0.25 0.98 1.09 -0.19 0.99
0.67 1.19 -0.25 0.99 1.07 -0.18 0.98
1.0 1.14 -0.25 0.99 1.10 -0.19 1.0
1.95 1.21 -0.24 0.99 1.10 -0.17 1.0
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Table 3.5: Least squares fits of the linear relationship between log(T) and log(/imin) 
for different proportions of short and long term dependence.
The constant D equals exp{intercept — log((j)} 
and p is the slope of the line such that h =  a D T p . 
The proportion of short term  dependence is b3.
b, 0 a D
/ "
p R2 D
mode
P R 2
0.8 0.6 0.6 0.88 -0.10 0.98 0.66 -0.09 0.98
0.67 0.92 -0.11 1.0 0.67 -0.09 0.98
1.0 0.96 -0.12 0.99 0.67 -0.07 1.0
1.95 0.81 -0.08 0.96 0.73 -0.09 1.0
0.8 0.8 0.6 0.87 -0.10 0.97 0.71 -0.10 0.96
0.67 0.87 -0.10 0.95 0.71 -0.10 0.98
1.0 0.85 -0.09 0.97 0.66 -0.08 0.97
1.95 0.78 -0.07 1.0 0.74 -0.09 0.95
0.8 1.0 0.6 0.91 -0.11 0.99 0.67 -0.09 0.96
0.67 0.92 -0.11 0.97 0.67 -0.09 0.98
1.0 0.85 -0.09 0.96 0.69 -0.09 0.98
1.95 0.79 -0.07 1.0 0.73 -0.09 0.98
0.9 0.6 0.6 0.92 -0.11 0.97 0.68 -0.09 0.97
0.67 0.94 -0.12 0.99 0.67 -0.08 0.98
1.0 0.97 -0.12 0.99 0.67 -0.09 0.98
1.95 0.84 -0.09 0.99 0.71 -0.09 0.99
0.9 0.8 0.6 0.93 -0.11 0.98 0.68 -0.09 0.97
0.67 0.97 -0.12 1.0 0.67 -0.09 0.98
1.0 0.99 -0.13 0.99 0.67 -0.09 0.95
1.95 0.84 -0.08 1.0 0.69 -0.08 0.99
0.9 1.0 0.6 0.95 -0.12 0.99 0.70 -0.10 0.98
0.67 0.91 -0.11 1.0 0.67 -0.09 0.99
1.0 0.99 -0.13 0.97 0.65 -0.08 0.94
1.95 0.86 -0.09 1.0 0.69 -0.09 0.98
1.0 0.6 0.89 -0.11 0.99 0.69 -0.10 0.97
0.67 0.86 -0.10 0.96 0.70 -0.10 0.98
1.0 1.0 -0.13 0.98 0.67 -0.09 0.94
1.95 0.87 -0.09 0.99 0.72 -0.10 0.99
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Table 3.6: Comparisons of bandwidths tha t minimise the ISE and the bandwidths 
given by the rules for T  =  400 and er =  1 .
b3 0
/
Jiq — 0.27 hi =  0.36
f "
h2 = 0.48
mode 
h3 =  0.41
a b0pt o'
•xS h0pt o*
-CS
0.8 0.6 0.60 0.31 0.40 0.48 0.41
0.67 0.31 0.40 0.48 0.41
1.00 0.31 0.39 0.48 0.41
1.95 0.33 0.42 0.51 0.42
0.8 0.60 0.30 0.39 0.48 0.40
0.67 0.30 0.39 0.47 0.40
1.00 0.29 0.39 0.47 0.41
1.95 0.32 0.41 0.49 0.42
1.0 0.60 0.29 0.38 0.47 0.40
0.67 0.29 0.38 0.47 0.40
1.00 0.29 0.38 0.47 0.41
1.95 0.31 0.41 0.51 0.41
0.9 0.6 0.60 0.29 0.39 0.47 0.41
0.67 0.29 0.38 0.47 0.40
1.00 0.29 0.38 0.46 0.40
1.95 0.31 0.41 0.50 0.41
0.8 0.60 0.29 0.38 0.47 0.40
0.67 0.28 0.38 0.47 0.40
1.00 0.28 0.38 0.47 0.40
1.95 0.31 0.41 0.50 0.41
1.0 0.60 0.28 0.38 0.47 0.40
0.67 0.28 0.38 0.48 0.40
1.00 0.27 0.38 0.47 0.39
1.95 0.31 0.40 0.50 0.41
1.0 0.60 0.28 0.38 0.47 0.40
0.67 0.27 0.38 0.48 0.40
1.00 0.27 0.37 0.47 0.39
1.95 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.41
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3.4.3 N um erical Study of L 2 Convergence of Kernel Esti­
mators
For a particular Gaussian process with p(r) specified, 100 data sets with E{X)  = 0. 
var(X) = 1, T  = 100,200,300,400 were simulated and for each data set the estimators
A A A
/(x), /'(x ) and /"(x) were calculated at every point in the grid of 201 values over the 
interval (—3.5, 3.5). The bandwidth rules discussed in the previous section were used 
for these estimators. From these simulated data sets, the sample variance of f W  is 
calculated by var{/^(x)} = ZsJi /ij)(*)2 ~ {E S  ftj)ix)Y / N S /{NS ~ 1) where 
/j-^(x) is the estimate at x for simulation number s out of N S  = 100.
The comparisons of sample integrated variances and integrated squared errors 
with the corresponding asymptotic results for a sample of size T  = 400 are presented 
in Table 3.8 (page 111, integrated variances) and Table 3.9 (page 112, integrated 
squared errors).
Provided that the influence of the long term dependence is not too strong, the 
sample integrated variance of /  is close to the asymptotic integrated variance. As the 
long term dependence is increased, we notice increasing disparity between the sample 
and asymptotic variances with the sample variances being less than their asymptotic 
counterparts. However, there is closer agreement between the sample and asymptotic 
integrated squared errors. Since asymptotic biases are negligible, we may conclude 
that with a sample much larger than T  = 400 and with the corresponding reduction in 
the bandwidth and bias, the sample variances would reflect the asymptotic variances.
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An arbitrary reduction in the bandwidth without increase in sample size may improve 
the agreement between sample and asymptotic variances but this is not optimal and 
would lead to a degradation of the estimator / .
Our simulations show that samples of size T = 400 are not sufficiently large to 
detect the effect of long term dependence on the variance of / .  The surface data 
that we analyse in Section 3.5 is of similar sample size and so our analysis will be 
determined by the short term dependence.
The accuracy of estimates of derivatives of the density decreases as the order 
of differentiation increases. The sample variances of / '  and f "  are not particularly 
close to the asymptotic variances yet their ISE’s compare well with their asymptotic 
MISE’s.
These results confirm the asymptotic result that the rate at which 
becomes slower as the process becomes smoother.
We have investigated the performance of / '  when the covariance function has 
parameter a  = |  but the process of simulating data is too coarse to give data that 
would reflect the theoretical results at this critical point.
We can illustrate the general results from the simulations with examples of three 
Gaussian processes where a = 0.6. ß =  1, C\ = Ci — 1 and T = 400 in each case but 
differing by the proportion of short term dependence; bs = 1.0,0.9 and 0.8. In the 
case of b3 = 1.0, there is no long term dependence and hence ß does not figure. In 
Figure 3.5 (page 109) we give examples of estimates of the variances of f (x)  and f'(x). 
x G (—3.5,3.5) for the three Gaussian processes based on 100 simulations. Figures
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3.5 (a),(c),(e) are for the variance of f  when b3 = 1.0.0.9,0.8 respectively and Figures
3.5 (b),(d),(e) are the corresponding plots for the variance of / ' .  It is clear that the 
data do not detect the influence of long term dependence in estimating the variance 
of /  and the asymptotic nature o£ var( / ')  is not apparent with T  = 400.
The effect of sample size on the estimation of the integrated variances of /  and 
} '  can be gauged from the plots of integrated variances for Gaussian processes (a = 
0.6, ß =  1, ba = 0.8,0.9,1.0) calculated at T — 100,200,300,400 and plotted in 
Figure 3.6 on page 110.
Our simulations do not reveal any obvious pattern for the convergence of the 
sample mode (0) to the population mode (9 ). The squared errors ((0 — 0)2) are shown 
in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7: Squared errors for the sample mode of Gaussian processes.
b, a 0.6
ß  =  
0.8 1.0
0.8 0.6 0.11 0.09 0.10
0.67 0.11 0.09 0.12
1.0 0.10 0.10 0.12
1.95 0.12 0.12 0.11
0.9 0.6 0.12 0.11 0.13
0.67 0.09 0.10 0.14
1.95 0.11 0.11 0.12
1.0 0.6 0.08
0.67 0.10
1.0 0.11
1.95 0.13
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Figure 3.5: Profiles of sample variances of /  and / '.
a  = 0.6, ß = 1.0, T = 400.
(a)var(/) ,6, = 1.0, (b)var(/')  ,6, = 1.0,
(c)var(/) , 6, = 0.9, (d)var(/') , b3 = 0.9,
(e)var(/) , 6, = 0.8, (f)var(/') , 65 = 0.8
(a) (b)
The unbroken lines represent the asymptotic variances and the dotted lines rep­
resent the sample variances.
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Figure 3.6: Sample and asymptotic integrated variances of /  and f  for samples sizes 
T  =  100,200,300.400.
a = 0.6, ß  = 1.0 .
(a) var(/) , b3 = 1.0, 
(c) var(/)  ,6, = 0.9, 
(e) var(/)  , b3 = 0.8,
(a)
0.010
0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002
(C)
0.010
0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002
( e )
0.010
0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002
(b) var(/') , b3 = 1.0, 
(d) var(/') ,6, = 0.9, 
(f) var(/') , b, = 0.8
(b)
(d )
(f)
The unbroken lines represent the integrated asymptotic variances and the dotted 
lines represent the integrated sample variances.
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Table 3.8: Asymptotic and sample integrated variances (x lO 4) of kernel estimators 
for Gaussian processes of length T=400.
The asymptotic variances are shown in bold type.
b. a
/  var 
0.6
( / )  ft 
0.8
>r/3 =  
1.0
/v a r(
0.6
/ ')  for 
0.8
ß  =  
1.0
/  v ar( 
0.6
/" )  fo 
0.8
r ß  =
1.0
0.8 0.6 71 54 32 114 106 94 85 73 56
38 28 22 63 53 46 257 220 193
0.67 70 53 31 42 35 24 86 74 57
39 26 19 66 56 45 265 240 223
1.0 68 52 30 51 41 33 106 94 77
42 27 22 74 45 51 306 251 247
1.95 69 53 31 49 40 29 180 168 151
36 29 20 58 51 40 338 324 300
0.9 0.6 44 36 25 104 100 94 57 51 42
28 28 18 49 59 40 222 248 194
0.67 43 35 24 26 22 17 58 52 44
28 23 21 59 45 47 247 209 199
1.0 42 34 23 36 31 26 78 72 64
24 25 18 50 49 49 217 225 230
1.95 44 36 25 39 30 27 151 145 137
28 23 18 61 42 49 320 285 284
1.0 0.6 19 94 30
17 43 205
0.67 17 10 32
17 36 189
1.0 16 20 52
18 47 228
1.95 20 20 123
18 46 309
I l l
Table 3.9: Asymptotic and sample integrated squared errors (x lO4) of kernel estima­
tors for Gaussian processes of length T=400.
The asymptotic squared errors are shown in bold type.
I S E ( f )  for ß  = I S E ( f ' )  for ß  = I S E { f " )  foi ß  =
b, a 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.8 0.6 73 57 35 136 128 117 195 183 167
42 30 26 83 68 66 343 303 295
0.67 72 56 34 65 57 46 197 185 168
43 30 22 87 75 65 357 338 330
1.0 71 54 32 75 66 55 223 210 194
47 29 24 99 71 68 411 340 335
1.95 72 55 33 80 72 61 315 302 286
41 33 27 93 85 79 437 427 406
0.9 0.6 47 39 28 126 122 116 166 160 152
31 318 21 72 78 61 322 348 300
0.67 46 38 27 49 45 39 168 162 154
30 27 25 74 71 70 329 328 323
1.0 45 36 25 58 54 48 194 187 179
27 29 20 70 75 61 319 346 304
1.95 47 39 28 64 60 55 284 278 270
32 27 22 82 74 72 406 379 386
1.0 0.6 21 117 139
20 61 302
0.67 20 33 142
19 58 292
1.0 19 42 166
19 62 315
1.95 25 49 255
18 70 403
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3.5 T he Surface R ou gh n ess D ata
We return to the data that motivated the study of kernel density estimators for 
continuous stochastic processes. These data are the electrical readings from the in­
strument that measures surface height above a reference level and we estimate the 
density and mode of the heights measured on a new, a treated and a worn surface. 
Plots of sections of these data were presented in Figure 3.1, page 67. Each data set 
comprises 1150 measurements of height at equally spaced points along a transect of 
length 4 millimetres.
We estimate the density, its derivatives and the mode using kernel estimators 
described previously by equation (3.10) and using the bandwidth rules suggested by 
our simulations in Section 3.4.2. These rules are that for data of length 4 millimetres 
(or 400 x 10-5 metres) with sample standard deviation a, we take ho = 0.27d to 
estimate the density, hi = 0.36<r to estimate the first derivative, h2 = 0.48d to 
estimate the second derivative and A3 = 0.41<r to estimate the mode by way of the 
second derivative.
Plots of these estimates are shown on pages 115 (new surface), 116 (treated sur­
face) and 117 (worn surface). We also show the estimates that would be obtained 
parametrically by assuming that the data for the new and treated surfaces were 
Gaussian processes and the data for the worn surface were a chi-square process. The 
heights of the different surfaces are not directly comparable due to the data being 
recalibrated, either at the instrument level or after the initial measurements were
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made.
We can see that for new and treated surfaces there is close agreement between the 
parametric and nonparametric estimators.
The marked skewness in the data for the worn surface is easily detected by the
assign to the parameters and this model with d = 20, fi = 5000 and a = 100, was 
deduced by changing the parameters until there was close visual agreement between 
the parametric and nonparametric density estimates. We can see the strength of the 
nonparametric estimators for situations such as this.
The estimation of the mode is done using a bandwidth that is smaller than that 
required for estimating the second derivative, leading to a deeper trough of the second 
derivative at the mode but at the expense of reliable estimation in the tails. However, 
this is of no consequence since the objective is to estimate the mode.
kernel estimators. The parametric density estimator for these data that we have
plotted is a negative chi-square density function given by :
-,/2(9/2)^-. ; , =
a
where d denotes the degrees of freedom. It is not readily obvious what values to
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Figure 3.7: Estimates of density, derivatives and mode for a new surface.
Estimates for new surface 
density Istderiv
0.0005
0.0004
0.0003
0.0002
0.0001
2nd deriv
26000 28000 30000
x
mode
32000
320003000028000260003200028000 3000026000
mode = 29420.
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Figure 3.8: Estimates of density, derivatives and mode for a treated surface.
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0.0002
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Estimates for treated surface 
density Istderiv
10000 12000 14000 16000 18000
Normal 
nonpa rami'
10000 12000 14000 16000 18000
x
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X
mode
10000 12000 14000 16000 1800010000 12000 14000 16000 18000
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Figure 3.9: Estimates of density, derivatives and mode for a worn surface.
Estimates for worn surface 
density Istderiv
2nd deriv mode
e-9
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
0
eO
-5
e-9
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e-8
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
x x
mode =  3155.
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3.6 P roofs
3.6.1 P roof of Theorem  3.1.
We get a general result for var{/^)} and then consider the separate effects of short 
and long term dependence on the asymptotic variance. For short term dependence. 
f  \p(r)\dT < oo and for long term dependence, /  \p(r)\dr = oc .
From (3.11),
[ £ { / « ( x)}]2 =
rT  rT  r oo roo
(ThJ)~2 /  /  / /  K ^ \ u \ ) K ^ \ u 2)f (x — hui)f(x — hu2)duidu2dtidt2 ,
JO Jo J—oo J—oo
with /  being the standard normal density.
For random integrals of the form L = f  ff(t)((t)dt, where £(£) is a stationary 
process with covariance function p(t, u) and g(t) is a deterministic function,
E(\L\2) = f  f  g(ti)g(t2 )p(ti,t2)dtidt2 (see Cramer and Leadbetter [6, p.86ff]). Using 
this result,
£{ /< j)(x)2} =
T T
{Thi+l)~2 J  J  cov (A'(j) [{x -  X( t i )} /h] , K (i) [{x -  X (t2)}/fc]) dUdt,
= ( r v +l)-*fca f T \ T r  r  A(J) {(x -  tn)/h}  A «  {(x -  y,)lh)  X
JO JO J —oo J —oo
f tx -t2 (yi, y2)dyidy2dtidt2
r T  r T  roo roo
= (T V ) - 2 I f  A(»(Ui )AW(u2) x
JO Jo  J —oo J —oo
f tx-t2(x — hu\ .x — hu2 )duidu2 dtidt2 ,
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where f T denotes the bivariate normal density when the marginal distributions are 
standard normal and the coefficient of correlation equals p{r) . It follows that,
var { / « ( x ) }  =  (Th’) ' 2 £  £ J~  j ° ^  K ^ ( u i ) t f « ( u 2) x
{ f tx- t2(x -  huu x -  hu2) — f ( x  — hui)f(x -  hu2)} duidu2dtldt2 . (3.23)
In the following sections, the underscored symbols represent vector quantities, (eg.
X =  ( X ! , X 2 ) T ) .
g(u) =  (2tt) l f tl- t2{ x -  hu) and
h(u) =  ( 2 7 r ) - 1^ ) ( u 1) ^ ( j ) ( u 2) .
Write 0 = (0i ,02) and let G(0) and H(9_) be the Fourier transforms of g(u) and h(u) 
respectively. A bivariate form of ParsevaFs identity gives that
We now derive the quantities G(0) and H(9_) and use the spectral representation, 
given by the right side of (3.24), to evaluate the integrals with respect to u\ and u2.
Let E denote the variance-covariance matrix of the distribution with density /  and 
/x = (x, x)T ; that is / (u i ,  u2) is a JV(0, E) distribution. Substituting y =  x - h u ( u  =  
h~l x — h~l y),  the bivariate density is given by
Define the components of var{/^^(x)} in equation (3.23) as
— OO j  — OO J — oo j — oo
roo r oo
g{u)h{u)du\du2 =  /  G(9)H(9)d9id92 . (3.24)
f ( y)  =  h - 2h ( h - l x - h - l y_)
with corresponding characteristic function
G(9) = h 2exp( — 29^ 'E9 + ih l9!p) . (3.25)
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The Fourier transform of K ^ \ u i )  K^J\ u 2) can be found by writing the required in­
tegral as the product of the two separate Fourier integrals,
J =  r  ei0lU1 K ^ \u i ) d u i  r  ei9' u*K {j\ u 2)du2 =  Xx x J 2 .
7 —00 7 —00
Integration by parts of Z\ gives
1 =  {e ,<ll“1/i'(-'-1)(u i)7 2 } ! l> “ W  / ° °  nX2 .
For the normal kernel, iF(ui) -> 0 as ui oo , / ^ “^(ui) -+ 0 as U] oo, and after 
integrating by parts j  times,
i  =  U - \ y { i 9 yy £ % “ ’■“ ■ K { u , ) d u ^ i 2 .
Repeating this process for the second integral, 1 2, we get
I  = , (3.26)
where /c($i) and «($2 ) are the Fourier transforms of Üf(ui) and K ( u 2) defined by 
(3.13). We temporarily replace 0i and 92 by 9J and 9\ respectively and note that by 
ParsevaFs identity (see (3.24)),
(2tt)2 f  f  K {j)(ui)K{j)(u2)ftl- h (xi -  ui ,x2 -  u2)duidu2
7 —00 7 —00
= r  / “ (- l)j (ö ^ ;)JK(ö;)/c(^)A-2exp(iA-1r V )e x p ( - l / i -2r'Sr)< iei-<i9; .
7 —OO 7 —00 “
Now substitute # 1  =  h~l9mx and d2 =  h~l9\ and replace exp(f£V) by its cosine form 
to give the right side of the above equation equal to
(-1  )j {h2y  f  / (9i92y  K.(h0i)K(h02) cos{x(Oi + 02)} exp(--0!'E9)d0id9i . (3.27)
J  — OO J — OO ^
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A similiar transform of the univariate function gives
2tt /  K {j](uk) f ( x k -  huk)duk = (3.28)
J —oo
0JkK,(h0k) expf—iflj) cos(xk9k)d6k .
With results (3.27) and (3.29) we can rewrite the double integral with respect to 
i*i,u2 in (3.23) as its Fourier equivalent,
roo roo
V { h - t 2) =  { - l ) ’h2={2*)-2 /  ( M 2) M / !0 , ) k( W 2 ) cos{ x (6'1 +  02)}
./ — OO J  — oo
x je x p ( - V s 0 )  -  ex p (-^ ||0 ||2) j d9 where ||0||2 = 0\ + 0\ .
We now substitute this form of the double integral with respect to u\ .u2 into (3.23) 
to give,
T2var j / (j)(x)}
=  h~2i f [  V (t\ — t2)dt\dt2
Jo Jo
= 2/i-2; f f V(r)dt2dT , (substituting t = ti — t2)Jo Jo
T
= 2h-2>f ( T -  T)V(r)dT
Jo
roc roc
= 2(2tt)_2(—l)-7 / / (^iö2)J/c(/iöi)/c(/iö2)cos{x(01 + <92)} exp( — —1| |^|2)
J —oo J — oo J
x /  (T — r) [exp {—/?(r)^102} — 1] dr d0\d92 . (3.29)
Jo
Equation (3.29) is simplified by replacing p(r) with its asymptotic functions for short 
and long term dependence and the integration leads to results for the asymptotic 
variance of
To examine the effect of short term dependence {f \p(r)\dr < oc), we rearrange
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the integral with respect to r  so that
T 2v a r { / (j)(x)} =
2(2jt) “2(—1)J f  I  (9i02yK(h01)K(h62)cos{x(9i +  02)} exp( — i-|j£||2)
J —oo J —oo 2
x [  T  [exp { —p(r)di92} — 1] dr d0id02 (3.30)
Jo
. r oo r oo 1
4 - 2(2tt) 2( - l ) J /  / (0i 0 2 ) M ^ i M ^ 2 ) cos{x(0i +  02)} e x p ( - - | |0 | |2)
x  ( 7 1 — t ) [exp { —p{r)did2} — 1] dr — T J  [exp {—p{t)0i$2} -  1] dr j  d&id02 .
(3.31)
We dehne the second component of the sum, (3.31), as A(T).  Our objective will be 
to show that T -1 |A (T)| is bounded by a constant so that
T~2\A(T)\ —► 0 as T —► oo (3.32)
and that this term  may be disregarded in the asymptotic expression for v a r{ /^ (x )} . 
We m anipulate the ranges of integration so that
| ^ ( T - r ) - T ^  j [exp{-/>(r)0!02} -  1] dr
=  |  T - T  j T ~ Jq t ~ T Jq j [ e x p { - p ( r ) ^ ^ 2} - l ] d r
=  - |  T  r |  [exp { -p (r )ö iö2} -  l \dr  .
Since k is a bounded function and sup | cos | =  1,
T - l \A(T)  I
< 2(27t) " 2 | y  K(h0)de} (^J J  \0i02\J exp{-^\ \d\ \2) x
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[ JT lexP {~p{r)Oid2} -  1| dr +  |  ^ \exp{-p(T)9 l92} -  l\dr  
< 2(2tt) - 2 I I  K(h9)d9^2 | |  I  l e ^ y  e x p ( - l-\\9\\2) x 
I  m in (^ , 1) |exp { - p{t )9192} -  1| d r Sjd9xd92 .
d9\d92
Now collect the term s involving 9\ and 02, apart from { / K,(h9)d9}2 which is bounded, 
and define
B{0u 92, t ) = |M 2|J e x p (- i ||0 ||2) |exp{-p(r)ö1ö2} -  1| .
The above integrand is dominated by B(9i ,02, t) and we show that this term is 
integrable and bounded. The result (3.32) follows from the Dominated Convergence 
Theorem.
We rearrange integral with respect to r  so that it is in a form where we can 
consider the effect of the sign of 0\02. That is,
roo r oo
J |exp { ~ p(t )6i 92} — 1| dr = exp(-9i92) |  |exp [{1 -  p(r)} $i 92\ -  exp(0i02)| dr .
We have proposed that the short term covariance can be modelled by p(r) = 1 — 
(ci|r|a) 4- o (|r |a) as r  J, 0 , C\ > 0, see (3.7). After substituting for p(r) we evaluate
/ “ e x p H c iT M ,} *  = a - lr(a)crl («i^)'1/a ,Jo
leading to integrals with respect to 9i ,92 that have components (9i92)J~l a^. By defi­
nition, a < 2 so the nature of v a r{ /^ (x )}  will depend whether 0 < a < (j  + j ) _l. 
a = (j + | ) _1 or (j  + | ) _1 < a  < 2.
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W ith this regard, we examine B{9\ , 62-, T) and v a r{ /^ (x )}  for the following modes 
of behaviour of p (r) ;
(i) {1 -  p(r )}—1 = 0( r~a) as r  1 0 , where 0 < a  < (j  +  | ) _1 , (3.33)
(ii) 1 -  p(r) ~  (c ir)a as r  I 0 , where 0 < a  = (j +  | ) _1 and (3.34)
(iii) 1 -  p{r) ~  (c ir)a as r  |  0 , where (j +  | ) _1 < a  < 2 , (3.35)
In the following work, C, Ci, C2 . •. represent constants.
In determining a bound for f?(0i> 02, r ) , we must examine the cases where M 2 <
M 2 > 0 and with consideration of the influence of p(r) over the range [0, 00).
For 0i02 >  0 we only require the property that f  \p(r)\dr < 00 to show that
B(0l t02, r )  is bounded. For M 2 < 0, the integral of B(0lt 02, r) will be dominated by 
the behaviour of p (r) when r  < 1 so the range of integration is separated into [0,1] 
and [1, 00). In this case, we write /0°° B(0\, 02, r )dr = Xi + X2 where
X\ =  fo |exp {—p{r)0\d2} — 1| dr and (3.36)
T2 =  |exp {-p(r)0i02} -  1| dr . (3.37)
To put a bound on X2, it is only necessary to use tha t /  |p (r) |d r < 00. The bound for 
Xi will depend upon the conditions (3.33), (3.34) and (3.35) and we treat in succession
these three different modes of behaviour of p.
Suppose first th a t a  < (j +  | ) _1 and p is as defined in (3.33). We examine
separately the cases ^1^ 2 ^  0 and 0\ 02 < 0 and show that for some 0 < £ < 1«
J  |exp {—p(t)0i$2} — 1| dr < C |(1  + \O1O2D l a^ exp(—^ 1^ 2) + exp(e#i#2)}
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uniformly in #i$2.
When 0\$2 < 0, put u> =  —0i$2 so that
\?i I < /  I exp {p (r)u}  \dr + f  dr
Jo Jo
= ew /  |e x p [ - w { l - p ( r ) } ] |  dr +  1 .
Jo
Hence, when (3.33) holds,
|Ji| <  ew f  exp {—CiTau>} dr +  C2
Jo
<  ew [  exp { —C ir auj} dr +  C2
Jo
= e“C3u - l/a +  C2 .
For lj >  1, C3u ~ lla <  C3 | | ( l  +  u>)}  ^ =  2l!aC3(\  +  a;)-1/“ and for 0 < u  < 1, 
fo exp { — C iTauj} dr < 1 , ( 1  +  u>)~lta >  2-1/“, giving that exp { — C\Tatjo} dr <
21/°f(l +  a;)-1/“. Hence,
/  exp { — CiT^u;} dr < 21//a max(C3 ,1)(1 -f u)~lt a Vu > 0 , and 
Jo
\h \  <  C4e“(l +  w )-1/a
=  C4eIM!l( l  +  |0i92|) - 1/a . (3.38)
For the integral over the range (1, 00) when #i#2 <  0 ,w =  —0i#2,
roo
\1 2\ =  ^  I exp {p(r)u;} — l|dr
roo
< J  \p(T)u\exp{\p(T)üj\}dr
<  u;exp |u;sup |/?(t)| j  \ p ( r ) \ d i
= u  exp {u( l  -  6)} |p(r)| dr (sup |p(r)| =  (1 -  6) < l)
=  (1 +  u ) ~ 1/ aeu |(1  +  u;)1/atjexp(-<5u;) |p (r ) |d r | .
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Since the terms within the braces give a bounded constant in ut > 0, then for 6i02 < 0.
\h\  <  C ,(l +  |öl 92|)-1/ae - , ‘,J . (3.39)
When 01 $ 2  >  0, we can examine the integral over the entire range recalling that 
C6 =  /0°° |p(r)| d r  < oo and
/•co roo
I |exp { - p {t )$i02} -  l \ d r  <  /  |M 2/>(t) |ex p {|M 2/>(r)|}dT
Jo Jo
roo
<  M 2 /  exp {0i02 |p(r )l} l/7(r )l ^rJo
< ö l02 exp { m 2 sup |p (r)|j ^  |p(r)|dr  
= 0X02 exp {0102(1 — £)} C&
(sup|p(r)| =  1 - 6  <  l)
=  C6 |ö i 02e x p ( - i ^ i ö 2) |  exp | m 2(1 -  }
< C7exp(e#i02) (e =  1 — - 6  <  l)  (3.40)
Combining (3.38), (3.39) and (3.40), we have that
J  |exp { —p(r)0!02} — 1| d r  < C {(1 +  |0i02|) l a^ exp(—0\ 02) +  exp(e#i02)}
(3.41)
uniformly in 0\d2 . Now we can write
roo roo roo roo roo ]_
I B{6l ,e-2,T)dTd9ld e ^ < C  /  |M j |, e x p ( - - | |9 f )
J —oo J —oo Jo J — o o  J  —o o  &
x {(1 + |M 2|) - 1/a exp (-ö iö2) +  exp(eöiÖ2)} ddl d02 
- C  f  f  |M 2|j (l +  |0i02|)_1/q e x p ( - i | |0 | |2 -  9i02)d0id92
J —oo J—CO ^
+C  [  [  |0 i,02p e x p ( - i | |0 | |2 +  e9ld2)d9idd2 .
J  — OO J — CO "
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In the second double integral, - | | |# | |2 overrides the influence of e9\92 when 9i92 > 0 
and we can replace this double integral by a constant, C%.
In the first double integral, we substitute u>i = 9\+92 ,<jJ 2 = 9 \ — #2 and 7 = a-1 —  
j  (7 > |) ,  then consider the integration over the regions where > u 2 and u>2 > u\. 
This gives,
20 Jo { / ,  f1 + j l wi - “ 2l) 'r ex p (-iw 12)dw2|(iwI 
+2 c f  j  J  (1 + - w | | ) _''exp(-iwj)(iw2| d^i + Cg .
In the first integral on the right side, put uj = uj2 — uj\ (lj > 0) to give,
1
since 7 > -  ,
< C9& y/n .
In the second integral, (1 + \\u \ — w\\) 7 < 1 so that integral is less than
This establishes the integrability of B(9\,92, t). Therefore
By the Dominated Convergence Theorem, T 2|A(T)| —► 0 as T —* oc .
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We now consider /c(/i0i)/c(/i02) in (3.30). Since n(t) =  f  eltxK(x)dx , K(0) = 
f  K(x)dx  =  1 and as h —*■ 0, K(h0) —► 1. Therefore,
Lool-oc ~  f |e x p (— 2)m Jq |exp { - p(t)$i02} -  l\dr -> 0
as h —* 0 by the Dominated Convergence Theorem.
Summing up for the situation where f  \p\ < oc and a < (j  -f | ) _1,
var{/«(x)} ~  2T-1(27r)-2(—1)J f ° °  / “  { - 8 x 8 t f  c o s fx ^  +  9,)} exp (-T |0 ||2)
J — oo J —oo 2
roo
x / [exp {—p(r)0 i02} — 1] drdQidöi Jo
roo j roo roo
= 2T~l <(27r)-2 /  /  cos{a:(öi +  02) } ( - M 2)J x
i o  I 2 —oo J — oo
GXP +  ^2 “  2/?(r)^i^2} -  exp j - i ( 0 j  +  #2 )} )  <*M02 W
= 2T 1 [ f l j,j\ x , x )  -  /(^ (x )2} dr (3.42)
via Parseval’s identity.
We now investigate v ar{ /^}  for the situation where 0 < a  = (j + | ) -1 < 2 and 
1 — p(r) ~  (cir)a as r  j  0 (see (3.34)). As for the previous case where a < (j + | ) _1, 
we show that T -2 |A(T)| —> 0 as T —* oo using similiar theory regarding the bounds 
for /0°° |exp {—p(t )9i$2} — 1| dr. Since the bound for that integral when Q\92 > 0, 
(3.40), only depends upon / |p ( r ) |d r  < oo and does not depend upon the nature of 
p(r), it also applies in this case. We are required to show that the integral is bounded 
for the situation where 0i02 < 0. To do this, we focus on the interval r  6 [0,1], 
since the bound given by (3.39) applies to the component of the integral for the range
T € [1, OO).
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We put 9X92 =  - u  and define CX2 = supr>1 p(r) < 1, C (a) =  /0°° e x p { - ( c 1T)a}(fr. 
Then as w -+ -foo,
rco r l
/ [exp {p(r)u;} — 1] dr =  / exp {/?(r)u>} dr +  0  {exp(Ci2u;) + w}
Jo Jo
=  ew f  exp [ -  {1 -  /}(r)}w] dr +  O {exp(Ci2u>) +
J 0 
roo
~ e u exp { — (cir)ao;} dr .
Jo
Substituting r  =  uuj 1/a ,
eu J  exp {-(cir)° 'a ;}  dr =  eu J  exp { -(c iu a ;_1/Q!)Q,a ; | u>~l/adu
, f°°
= euou~l/a / exp { — (cxu)a} du 
Jo
=  euu - l ' aC(a)  . (3.43)
Therefore,
roo
/  [exp {p(r)a;} — 1] dr ~  euu ~ l^aC{ot) =  exp(|0i0i|)|0 i0i|~1/aC (a) . (3.44)
Jo
Combining results (3.39), (3.40) and (3.44), we have a result akin to (3.41) which gives 
that B(9 x,92, t ) is integrable and bounded. We may also conclude that T _2|A(T)| —► 
0 as T  —► co for 0 < a  =  (j  +  | ) _1 and now proceed to evaluate
roo roo
-(27r)2T v a r{ /(j)} =  I /  { - 9 X92)J cos{x(9x +  #2 )}
Z J — 0 0  J  — 00
roo
XK(h9i)K(h9i)exp(--\\9\\2) [exp {—p{t )9x92) — 1] drd9xd92 . (3.45)
2 Jo
For the integral over r ,  we can use the result (3.43) so that
l(27r)2C ( a ) - lT v a r{ /(-’)} ~  W(h)
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s  f (1 +  | M 2| ) (j- 1/0,) cos{ x ( ^  +
e x p ( - | | |0 | |2 +  9l92)d9ld92
= f  f (1 4- |^i^2 1)_1/2 cos{x(^i +  92)}K(hdi)n{h9i) x 
J  J 9 \ 9 2 <0
GXP +  2^)2} d9\d92 (3.46)
=  2 f  f (1 +  9\92)~1^ 2 cos{x(02 — 9i)}K(h9i)K.(h9i) x
V V0<01<02<CO
e x p { -^ (0 2 -  9i)2}d9ld92 .
We make the substitutions u =  2(9\92)ll2 and v — 92 — 9\, 9i = \{ (u2 +  v2)1^ 2 — u} 
and 92 =  |{ ( u 2 4- v2)1^ 2 +  f}. The Jacobian for this transformation is
dOi/du d9i/dv  
d92/du d92/dv
\ u ( u 2 +  u 2 ) 2 | u ( u 2 +  u 2 ) 2 — 1  
\u(u2 + v2)~ 2 \v(u2 +  u2 ) ~ 2  +  i
=  -u u (u 2 4- v2) 1 4- - u ( u 2 4- u2) — — uv(u2 4  u2) 1 4- — u(u2 4- v 2) 1^ 2
4 4 4 4
= u^(u2 + t>2) ~ l / 2
= iu{(u2)-'/2 -i(„2)-3/V + ...}
= u^{u_1 + 0 («rV)}
=  \  +  0(u-W).
In this notation,
/•co rco 1 ,
W(h)  =  2 /  /  (1 4 - - n 2 ) “ 2 cos(xu)/c{/iöi(u,i’)}/c{/iÖ2(u,i;)}
Vo vo 4
x e x p ( -^ u 2) x { i  4  0 (u -2 i;2)}<iu<ft’ . 
Since 0! =  |( u  — v) 4  0 ( u -1u2) , 9X =  ^(u 4- v) 4- 0(u~l v2), then
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K{h0i(u, v)}K.{h02(u , u)} ~  « [ \ h ( u  -  v)} « [ \ h ( u  + u)} and,
1/•oo r oo . ,W(/i) ~  /  /  cos(xu) exp( —- u 2)( l +  u2/ 4)~2
Vo Vo 2
X« j - / i ( u  — v) |  K u)}
~  Jq cos(xu)exp { - \ v 2)dv (1 +  ^ u 2)"2 K j i / i ( u  -  u) j « ji/i(u + u)| du .
Substitute tu =  /m /2, (u =  2h~l w, du = 2h~l dw and when u =  1, w = h / 2), then
/•oo 1 roo f 1 'l ~ 2
W'(Ä) ~  /  cos(xv)exp ( - ~ v 2)dv \ l  + ~(2h~l w)2 \ K,(w)22h~1dw
Jo 2 Jh/2  1 4  J
r 0 0  ]_ yoo
~  2 / cos(xu) exp( — - v 2)dv / tu- 1«(tu)2dtu .
Jo 2 Jh/ 2
Because «(tu) is a bounded function, tu *«(tu)2 —► 0 as w  — > 00 and
J  w l K,(w)2dw <  sup «(tu)2 jjlog h\ 1 — log 2 j  ~  | log h\ 1
Now
J  cos(xv)e i y2dv =  \J^e r^2 — tt/ ( x ) , 
giving W (/i) ~  27r/(x)| log /i| and
var j / k ) ( x ) j  ~  2(27r)-2C(a)27rT-1 | log h\ =  n~l C (a) f  (x)\ log h\ . (3.47)
For the th ird situation where (j  -f | ) -1 < a < 2  and p is as described by (3.35), the 
bound and integrability of B(91, 02> t ) is the same as for the previous case. We define 
7 =  j  — a -1 > — I and by reasons similiar to those leading to (3.45) and (3.46) we 
have that
h '2 jr)2C(<i)-1rv a r{ /(J>}
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The integral in equation (3.48) is finite under condition (3.14) on page 86.
/  faa +  |^i ^2|)7 cos{ j ( ö1 + 02)M /i0 iM /i0 i)exp {(--;:(0 i +  02)2}d6ld$2
J J 9 \ 92<0  Z
Jq (j u 2)7 cos(xv)k -  v) |  k + u) |  e x p ( - ^ v 2)dudv
roo roo 1 1
~  2-27 / / u27 cos( xv) k( - / i u ) 2 exp( — - v 2)dudv
Jo Jo 2 2
„ roo 1 roo ]
=  2“ 7 / cos(xu) exp( — - v 2)dv /  u27K(-hu)2du
Jo 2 Jo 2
„ /-oo
=  2_2',7r/(x)21+27/i~2'1"'1 /  w^K{wfdw (w = -hu)
Jo 2
roo
= 2/i~27~17r/(x) J w2”1 k(w)2dw .
Therefore in the final case for the short term dependence,
var{/<-,>} ~  2(2n)~2C(a)T~12h~2~'~17rf(x) J°° w^K^w^dw
=  * - 1 C ( a ) T - 1 h 2 { 1 / < , - u + > ) }/ ( i )  f ° w ^ K ^ w f d w  (3.48)
------ >
When there is long term dependence, we require a further adjustment to the 
variance of p JK In these cases, we consider p ( r )  ~  (c2l'r|)—^ as |r| —► oo with 
0 < ß  <  1. In the expression given by (3.29), the integration over r can be done in two 
parts; the first on the interval (0,1) and the second on (I, T ) .  Over the interval (0,1), 
we have components such as those previously discussed and this integral produces a 
contribution equal to 6 +  o ( S ) +  0 ( T ~ l ). For the integral over (1,T ), we first write
exp { ~ p ( t ) 0 \ 0 2 } -  1 ----- 0 i 0 2p ( r )  ,
and then that integral over the range (1,T ) is asymptotic to
roo roo
2(2tt) - 2(—1 y +l  /  (0,02y +1 cos {x(0! + 0 2)}e x p (- ||0 ||2/2 M M 0 2
J — OO J —oo
x  Jl  (r - T M r ^ r •
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The integral with respect to 9X92 is equal to
roo roo
/  /  (^1 2^ );+1 {cos(x^i) cos( x 92 ) -  sin(x^i) sin(xö2)} exp (- | |ö | |2/2)Jö1^ 2
J —oo J —oo
= /  0j+1 cos(:r0i)e- 201 d9i f  0{+l cos{x92) e ~ ^ d 9 2
J — OO J — oo
— I  0{+1 sin(xö1)e“ 2öi(fö1 f  9{+l sm(x92)e~2d*d92
J —oo J —oo
=  | y  (u)-'+1 cos(xu)e~*“! <iu) ~  (u y+1 sin(xu)e_ i “2<iu| (3.49)
=  (27r)2(—l)J+1/(-')(x)2 . (3.50)
To evaluate the integral over r, we use p(r) ~  (c2r)~0 as r  —> oo.
If 0 < ß <  1,
=  (c2) - ß { ( 1  -  /3 )- '(r 2- fl -  T) -  (2 -  ß)~l (T2~ß -  1)}
=  (c2) -« [ ( l  -  ß)-\2  ß ) - 1 {(2 -  -  (1 -  ß)}  x
- ( l - / 3 ) - Ir  +  ( 2 - / 3 ) - 1]
=  (c2)~ß {(1 -  ß)~l {2 -  ß ) - lT*-ß}  +  (<*)"' {(2 -  ß)~l -  (1 -  ß ) - lT}  
~ ( c 2) - ß( l - ß ) - 1( 2 - ß ) - lT 2- ß since T 2~ß > T . (3.51)
T
U ß  = l , (c2)~ß (T -  t )t ~s dr  = (c2)"'J[riogT ]f -  (c2) ' 3[t][
=  ( c j ^ T l o g T - T  +  l  
~  (c2)~ßT\o%T . (3.52)
Combining results (3.50), (3.51) and (3.52), the contribution to the variance of
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due to long term dependence is asymptotic to
2(c2)- /7 (j)(x)2(1 -  3)~\2 -  ß)- 'T~e  if 0 < ß < 1 and
2(c2)-pf {j){x)2T~1 log T  if ß = 1 . (3.53)
Thus with (3.42), (3.47), (3.48) and (3.53), we have proved Theorem 3.1.
3.6.2 P roof of Theorem  3.2.
From (3.23) and (3.29) in Theorem 3.1, we have that
T var{ /(;)(x)} = 2h~2j ^  V(r)dr
where
V{ t) =  r  r K ^ ( x - u ) K ^ ( x - v ) { f r ( uJ —CO J —CO
or in the Fourier form it is given by
v {t ) = (~k)2’ (2t ) -2 H r WiY {MWi) -  d0id$2 .J — oo J — oo
With condition (3.18), the proof of this theorem is similar to that component of 
Theorem 3.1 leading to (3.42). Whth condition (3.19), the proof is similar to that 
given by Castellana and Leadbetter [3]. We first state Lemma 2.3 from that paper 
(since it is required for the theorem) and then proceed to give the proof.
Lemma 2.3 (Castellana and Leadbetter). Let g{u. v) be a bounded measurable 
function which is continuous at the point (x,y), and let {6t (x ): T  > 0} be a 6-family. 
Then.
J  J  6j{u — x)6j(v — y)g(u, v)dudu —> ^(x, y) as n
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Kernel estimators are part of the 6-family of smoothing functions (satisfying the 
axioms of boundedness, continuity and integration to 1, see (1.2)) and with our as­
sumption of being well defined and continuous,
J  J — x) j  j / i-J K ^ \ v  — y)j g(u, v)dudv —> y)
as n —> oo.
We commence the proof by utilising (3.23) and (3.29) to write,
Tvar { /^ (x )}  =
2h~2j J  J  K ^ \ x  -  u ) K ^ \ x  -  v) J  (^ 1 -  {fT(u,v) -  f (u) f (v)}  drdudv .
Define £(r) = supuv |/T(u,v) — f(u)f(v)\ .  The inner integral is bounded above in 
absolute value by /0°° C(r)dr f°r ui v anc  ^differs from /0°° {/T(u, v) — f (u)f (v)} dudv 
by no more than /0T(r/T )((r)d r + C(r)dr which converges to zero by dominated 
convergence. It follows that,
Tv ar { /^ (x )  j  =
2h~2j J  J  R(j)(x - u ) K ( j\ x  - v )  jf { f T(u,v) -  f (u) f (v)}  drdudv + o(l)
as T -> co. The function g(u,v) = /0°° {/r(u, v) -  f {u)f(v)} dr is continuous at 
(x,x) since if (um,um) is any sequence converging to (x,x), g(um,vm) —>► g(x,x) by 
dominated convergence. Thus with the above lemma, we have that
T v ar{ /(;)(x)} = 2 ^  { / ^ j)(x, x) -  / 0)(x)2} dr .
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